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PAIWCAll DAILY REGISTER.
PADUCAH. KY., WEDNEgDAY MORNING, JANUARY 31, 1906. VOL 22, NO. 233
'DEBATING RATEBILL
Opening of the Prolonged
Discussion on Question.
aaala-deN UP IN OPEN
•
SESSION OF THE HOUSE
0 I
Townsend Describes in Detail Terms
of Bill and Says It Is Cor-
rect Legislation,
IS A REMEDY FOR
THE EXISTING EVILS.
S
11/aehington, Jan. 3o.—Opening
what promises to be a week's discus-
eion on the railroad rate bill, Mr.
Townsend, of Michigan, addressed
the house for more than an hour to-
day, touching on and elucidating prac
neatly every phase of the rate mak-
ing problem and describing in detail
the terms of the Hepburn bill.
Regarding the question as one of
the most importan. -ever before con -
green, Mr. Townsend advocated the
bill as the correct remedy for thy
etele Which, exist, and predicted that
notwithstanding the protests of the.
roads, greater prosperity would come
to them under its perisions than
otherwise. To snbetantiate this be
called attention Lo d the tremendous
strides of a ye-an in the transportation
business, and this in the face of the
legislation Which the last congress
Initiaited and ("high kse present con-
fiTC•PS is taking up in somenhat more
etreneous form. '
Like the bill of last, year, which
feet Mr. Townsetits ninte, be con-
tends the pteseet one was the very
lea* the people would accept, but
the prevent bill confers wider powers
end extends over every facility of
traneportation. However, the pres-
entitill, the believed. net only fell
wi the constitutional powers of
oongwres. but was simply an expres-
sion of the plain duty of congress to
the American peoyie.
_In brief the bill attempt., he said.
to place uncke the supervision of the
interstate ecommeroc C00110111970T1 ev-
ery form ta interstate arid foreign
commerce and all "instrumentalities
of commerce and transportation.
Complaints of Sihippers.
The most verions complaints on
the part of shippers, he said have
born directed against special sere-
Wes, such as primate cars, icing, ek-
vator and terminal charges. Mr.
Townsend believes the bill afford* a
c(smplete remedy for these evils, as
twreafter every such charge must be
just and reasontible, and in case it
a not the contrnivsion has power to
snake it eo.
The evils of the anvidoigat rate"
were described and the remedy set
forth—reeng ethirty dart' neteice
of a change of rate. Briefly the
"midnight rate" is a device whereby
• large shipper notiaes a road that
on a certain date a large shipment
will be made. On that date the pub
/allied tariff is changed for a day,
the elhipipeot made at the lower rate
and the tariff immediately raised.
The main feature of the bill, bear-
ing on the point about Which the
greatett controversy has been had
and the one which Mr. Townsend
believes lies at the foundation of the
whole question, is that which gives
the commission power on complaint
and after full hearing, to substitute
a reasonable maximum rate in place
of one found to be unjust os, unrea-
sonable. Mr. Townsend went at
length into the phase of the projos-
-ea legislation it was the point
against vehie,h the weight of the on-
position %bah been directed; he ex-
piainede and Ins. opposition has been
based alike ow the questioned coN-
atitutionality, the impossibility of the
entrimiseioner to find a just rate, and
the injury such a finding would en-
tail alike on businege the railerects
and the widowed and orphaned share
"holder.
11.•••••••••••11.0
But One Ammer .
In the broader view of tlie ques-
tion and in the correct conclusion on
niany of theme' phases •he saw hut
ne answerd that to require the rail-
road; to be just and reasonable
could not harm anyot*, while it
%vulva benefit, all. As showing hod
titep were the fears of the. taikoad
world, he stv enco miles of road
had been bui during the past year
in the United States, and up to June
30 orders. for neer than.$2rio.000,00n
worth of reiltnef etneiliment had
been placed.
White the number of commismion-
yrs is increatrot asy two andstheir
salaries raised- evapteon a year, Mr.
Townsend exprissaied the belief thjt
when the law was .once established
the duties of the commission, would
decrease rather than increase. The
railroads, he suggested, would doubt
less realize the justness of the law
and fix tbeir_ tates_with reference to
it
The wide publicity of railroad af-
fairs required in the bill was, in his
opinion, a potent factor for gond.
The coutts are to pass simply on the The Steam Roller Pulled the
4.4-4,...ft—ei•v.visotr*--i.v. coed- Nene) Rz.11er Down to
m•iesion, and the appeal to the su- Shed Yesterday.
preene court will be in the question
as to Whether a given rate fixed by
the commission is or is not conaleca-
tory. While Mr. Townsend regard-
ed the question as in, no sense po-
litical', he) expnesoed lapeelf as pleas-
ed that the republican party had tak-
e" it up. He arraigned the mean-s
employed by the opposition to rate
Sfforts to Discredit.
"To use it has seemed," he said,
'that a systematic effort 'has. been
made to discredit the administration
in various matters in order to direct
attention from thie great qua/lotion,
and I have no doubt that delay will
SMALL DAMAGE
TAKE LITTLE MONEY TO PUT
ROLLER IN GOOD CON-
DITION.
(Codtinue. d ors Page Four.)
CHIEF CONE
IS IN LOUISVILLE TO SEE
THE FIRE ENGINES
TESTED
That City's Department Has Just
- Purchased Two New Ones From
the Ahrens People.
Chief James Wood, of the fire de-
partment, kit this morning at t:eo
o'clock for' -Louist;ille to witness the
test to be given -some fire engines
this afternoon by the ckparttnent of
that city which recently purchased
the apparatus from the Ahrens com-
pany of Cincinnati. The chief goes
up in order to see the outfit 4nd get
pointers for use when that inunici-
pahty buys additional apparatus.
The two fire engines are of the
latest patent awl the chief of On
notrievalle department 'invited Padu-
cah's eh-kitten to come up and see
the tests that will be thorough and
s'how the workings of the outfit un-
der ,all circumstances.  Chief Wood
expects to return termorrow morning
on (fie 4 o'clock train.
Peducatt doe, not need any en-
gines right now, but other apparatus
is necessary. In a few years though
the town win be large enough for
engines and this visit will allow Mr.
Wood tome things he will be glad to
learn for use when those are selected
for this city.
The city boards veal *aorta' com-
mence work on the addition that is
to be built to the Fourth and Eliz-
abeth street stationhouse so there
can be intgalled the old engine on
hand for use during big fires in (the
mill district of the south side.
Mies Roosevelt and Congressman
Longworth are both visiting friend's
in Now York.
IS STILL 'FIGHTING
THE SUPREME COURT STAYS
MANDATE IN HOWARD
CASE
•
Priaoner's Attorney States That He
Intends Filing a Motion for s
Rehearing of the Case
Washington, Jan. 30.—The su-
preme -court United Statis
Monday anted an order or a gtay. of
the mandate in the Case of James B.
Howard, under sentence.in Kentueky
to life impnisonnient on the charge
of complicity in the murder of Gov.
Goebel • in eranktert in Woo. An-
opinion was delivered by the eort
on January 2. which was adverse to
Howard. His attorney now states
that he intended filing a motion for
a rehearing, and a4101 tarot the official
notice of the court be withheld .in or
der to prevent Howarrienbeing sent
to the Kentucky penitentiary, 'tend-
ing 'decision on thie motion. The
ender of revert has the effect of with-
'holding the mandate until March 2.
Four bilk were passed in die house
or the general asses/ally MoMay and
theft in the senate, one of the sen-
ate bills. being the "loan shark" melts-
tire 170 prevent the assignment of
future wages, .
' The house joint statehood bill has
been reported, favorably to the sen-
ate.
Street
the
Yeeteselley M. Caleb Harrison ex-
amined the city's street roller and
found that not much repairing had
to be done, the stocks' being rusty,
the packing torn out of the deposits,
the stems injuredt a little, but taken
all in all it will not need more than
$25 to put it in good shape. Mr.
Harrison is the engineer for the big
street roller operate& by Contractor
Thomas Bridges, and inspected the
city's miter at instance of Street In-
spector Alonzo Elliott who wanted to
ascertain whether the roller had been
damaged by being used to furnish
steam to 'heat Riverside hospital at
Fourth and Clay streets, while there
was being awaited the new furnace
boiler ordered to displace the old
one which burned out and went to
pieces. If the strange use of w,hich
it was put bad injured the roller any,
the repairs were to be paid for out
of the hospital fund, which still have
to bear the expense of the small
amount of weds needed, and enumer-
ated.
Mr. Elliott had the street roller out
yesterdny and it worked all right.
lie took it tip to Eighth 'and Clark
streets and there attaching it to the
eneet horse totter left standing there,
pulled the latter down to the city's
electric powerhouse on Madison be-
tween Ninth and Tenth Ferrets,
where the rollers are kept iirder-
neath the shed.
RUSSIANS SHOOT
BRITISH SEAMEN.
.Refell, Jan. 3o.--aaeso British sea-
men were shot dead' -here today by
the military as they tended from their
ship. The sole/ices caned out in
Russian, and when the English men,
who did not understand the language,
paid no attention, shut them from
behind.
NOT FOR 10 YEARS
THE CITY SOLICITOR SAYS
CONTRACT MUST BE
YEARLY.
There Is Nothing to Prevent Its
Being Discontinued at the End
of Any Twelve Months.
City Solicitor James Campbell yes-
terday stated that President George
MCBTOOT11., of the councilmnnic
board, misquoted the attorney, wthen
the presiding officer said that the sce
hcitor had informed' them that the
legislative -authorities could make a
ten year's contract with the lighting
company.
In explaining his position. Mr.
Camplitai said tie informed' the com-
mittee that•ehe light company could
agree to fureash the current for the
city arc tigitts fee a period of ten
years,. but that ttltd, city could sign
that contract binding the municipal-
ity, for only one year at a time. If
signed now, they would have to sign
again next January, but the solicitor
says nothing binding could note be
entered into by the present beard.
to exist for ten years. In other
words the legislative officials in office
the -first of next year would not have
thanettew the contract, but could dis-
continue same at the end, of the
twelve months, and resume the city's
powerhouse and furnish its own
electricity.
As yet nothing has been done by
the committees that are looking into
the proposition of "fanning out" the
electric fight plant. The authorities
are van pouring over the proposals,
berth from the lighting company to
fernisn the current, and ale() from the
Fort Wayne Teeple to enlarge the
pittilk pliant. By next- Monday night
the committee believes it will be in a
position to make some character of
recommendation to the' full boards.
Custom's officials at New York
found $10o,00p in sertaities in the
false bottom of a trunk assigned to
Isaac liecher, air Anstriair grain trier-
, •
chant, on the steamer Finla.na. Heel-
er denies neverelip of the ti tuiki
SONOR SCHOOL
ONE TO BE ORGANIZE NEXT
SUNDAY IN MECHANICS-
BURG.
•
There Will Be Used the Building
Formerly Occupied As Mechan-
icsburg's Public School.
Steps looking towards the final or-
ganization of another Christian
church, of this city, will -be taken
next Sunday at the building formerly
occupied by the city public schools
itt Michaaicalittrg, and watch, building
was bought .by Mr. J. K. Bondurant
church to be used as church. mission.
The building is on Clernents street
in that suburb and at a o'clock next
Sunday afternoon the gathering 'will
be held for purpose of organizing a
Sunday school that will 'hold' a_ ses-
sion each. Sabbath afternoon or morn-
ing, just whatever ,is decided upon.
After the Sunday-school is gotten
well under way and it size grows
sufficiently large, a church for that
section will he organized, and a pas-
tor procured.
The building was formerly used-as
she Aftchanicsburg public school, but
after the new McKinley structure
went up there was no need for the
old house that was sold to Me.
Bond-leant and the others for $nocio.
The, deed was never made out trans-
ferring the property, on accbunt of
it being discovered Oat when the
City-of, Paducah some years ago sold
the city schools the property a
deed was never executed. Now when
the city made out the deed to the
schools, like ordered by the public
legislative mehorities, the schools
will immediately transfer it to Mr.
Bondaaant.
There are many members of ytie
Christian (+awls living in Mechanics-
burg tout the South Emil of town, and
to attend worship and Sundan school
they have tie go many blocks, the
Tenth Street church being on Tenth
near Jackson street. By starting a
church in Mechanicsbarg this will
afford more convenient accommoda-
tions for the stiembers of the vicinity.
Dr. and. Met John .11. Dye, of
Louisville: were iverock byre. Sotttiverh
rataway train at Beechen Jefferson
county, ann. inetantly • -kitten. They
were 'riding iti an automobile and
SEN PRES.
•
MR. ALLACE WEIL HONOR-
-• WITH THAT IMPORT-
ANT POSITION
Selected to Go Before
• te Urge Continuance of
trician's Services
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mutual protection and also advance
meat of their interests-.
The meeting 'of yesterday was
acid at the office of Mr. Boone, and
during the *elision the insurance men
decided to urge upon the municipal
legistative .anthoritjes, the comae'
ance of the office of city electrician
and combine with this Owe the du-
ties, of building inspector. To advo-
tate this continuance permanently of
the place President Weil selected a
committee of Louis &bout, Chat.
E. Jenttings and Eli G. Boone to go
before the council and aldermen and
urge that the department created
last year be not discontinued.
It was at the instance of the in-
surance companies (lying business
here that a position. as "city electric-,
ian" was established, the duties be-
ing to examine tile ttlectrical wiring
entering every building over the city
nomatter of what sizf or character,
and see telt the wire lontrectiens.ers
y afternoon at the meet-
fire insurance agents of
Mr. S. Wallace Wen was
president of the local un-
orgarvization that is cone
these hastiness men hand-.
nee. He was chosen ores
Fli G. Boone, Louis L.
and Charles B. Jennings,
e candidates for the posi-
ection thrusting quite an
it (the youngest but leading
e Man of the city, but he 14
and competent to well dis-
the dirties of this important
-ids places him at the head
business for Paducaa. MT.
been in the business eight
w and command, eboot om-
en the fire buisinees conduct-
he city. He was selected to
the unexpired term of Mr.
Aehbroolc, who resigned to
t and locate. The agents of
band thenrdelvet together in
rwriter . e attociatiere for their
tention of keeping the electrician em-
ployed until the first of last month,
it being. the belief that in -those six
months the electrician could -inspect
all -the wires, make the owners put
them in good condition and- there be
no further necessity for his services.
His work has proven of such ines-
timable value, however, that the
agents want the office continued
permanently. as any beast • the
.,,g e
than the salary paid the inspect.
Mr. Evertz, of St. Louis, is in
the city and wants the position
which is vacated by MT. W. J. Gils-
dorf, who 'has been made electrical
inspector and rate maker for the en-
tire state of Kentucky by the insur-
ance companies. The latter left this
morning for Louisville to report for
duty, and Mr. Evertz will probably
be chose* for the place. There is
another applicant, Mr. Robert Rob-
inson, who came here a year ago
from Chicago, where .he was in the i
inspecting department.
. In continuing the place the insur-
ance men want the. office of building
inspector created and the one dis-
charge the duties of it and also those
of electrical inspector.
tnoperly ade. This. .rethineesto a
nunirtutin ,res that etart from de-
fective wir reg. The place ,watt in-
RE
-INSTITUTED
ACTION OF ANNIE B. SCOTT
INSTITUTED IN AN-
OTHER FORM.
Lawyers Claim C., St. L. & N.
& 0. Is Liable Because they Own
Roadbed and Leased Same,
Lawyers Tylor and Lucas have re-
ingtituted in the circuit court the
$25,000 damage suit of Annie B.
Scott, adpanisteatrix of her husband
James Sott, against the Chicago,
St. Louis arid New Orleans railroad,
IMinois Central, and several yardmen
of the road's enepleye at Fulton.
Scott was kilted in the yards at
Fulton where he emit to work one
mouth before the accident, going
from here where for rears he was
connected with yards. He was stand-
Mg on the step of the engine when
the dangling rtietdi end of the air-
brakes caught in. crosstie or frog
and threw him from the step under-
neath the wheel". %where he was
ground to death The sett
against the Illinois Central, which
-leases its system. front the C. St. L.
& N. 0. This) first suit against the
I. C. was withdrawn, because the I.
C. is a non-resident, and the litiga-
tion could be transferred to the
United States count ham state trib-
unal. It is now re-instituted again*
the C., St. L. & N. 0., which is a
Kentucky conmoration, therefore a
resident ,of this cernenonweetth. It is
brought in this me-ner now, on the
idea that it cannot be changed to the
federal court, where non-resident ac-
tions are handled.
The defendant can force a trans-
fer to the United Slates tribunal in
case they are non-residents. 'The C..
St. L. & N. 0. owns the reradbed
and therefore are susceptible to dare-
age-s. so claims the lawyers for the
phintila
CARLOADS OF WIRE
NEW TROLLEY WIRING FOR
CAR COMPANY HAS
ARRIVED.
Stew Service for the South Side
Seems. to Be Giving Utmost
Satisfaction
A carload of new trolley wine 'het
been received here by - the tracticer
cm-many -and is- being tinToadecl at
the power house on North Second
street near Monroe, to he stored an-
ti! needed. Genera) Manager John
P.leecker, of the company, intends
having it noting tip just. as goo* an
things, will permit.
When the Boston capitalists last
fall bought the car line they aanotinc
ed teat one of the first things would
be to string new overhead wiring to
nisplaconethe old network that has
been in *se for years and hi-eaks. at
numerous points every few days on
account of -its rotten' and melees con
damn. The new wire Is the finest
and mote durable manufactured and
at, the never time all the old wir-
ing will be gradtrally taken down
and new put up.
The new eche/Ink Antereliteed by
the car company for its South Third
Seat"' Sixth and Jackson street line:
seems to be giving satisfaction as,
expressions from thetra'ffic coming
snd going in that direction indicates
mech,..att they are now having
were 'blinded by a dense fog.. • atigurated last summer with the, in- cars every few minettes and getting
1• •
giessett'..  
., • • • .
.41 tree edia
CITY'S BUYING
ALDERMAN MILLER HAS OR-
DIANCE DRAWN CREAT-
ING BOARD.
hal
I:e Vinots. Everythine Bought and
see N, • ,y serough Con-
tract and Bids.
Alderman W. T. Miller of the
public legislative 'boards, has already
drawn up the ordinance that he will
bring 'before -his body at next week's
meeting, for purjose. of cleating the
office of "purchasing board' here in
the municipal bodies, to buy every-
thing above $25 used by the city de-
partments. In getting up -his ordin-
ance he states that he does not by
its usage mean to imply that any
"graft" goes on at present, end- apy-
one is buying recklessly to gain from
a personal standpoint, but he be-
lieves that by purchasing articles for
use, by bids, the city will get the
benefit of low tigtnes resultant from
com-petition.
His measure stipulates that the
mayor and president of upper and
lower board shall constitute the
"purchasing nom/lance, and wher-
ever any thing of Mort valve than $25
is to 'he bought it shalt be puechasen
by contract let to the lowest bidder.
Where anything of less than $25 is
desired, the head: of Whatever depart-
ment needs same, shall request the
mayor, or some other member of the
purchasing boater of three, to sanc-
tion the order whieh shall be given, •
and then this especial article bought
from some merchant or establisinne.nt
here in the city. re their exists
two 'or more this
needed article, the head de-
paetenent buying same, shall go to
every place and see what lowest
figure can be gotten, and buy from
there.
In advertising for bide for material.
Mr. Miller wants a several*.inches
space set aside at 'the head of a cer-
tain column in the official newspaper.
In this will be- inserted an ad notify-
ing the dealers, bids will be taken on
certain material. When nothing is
to be bought, this space n to be left
'blank, with nothing in there, ant/ the
public will then know there is noth-
ing desired for purchase.
-giro was*, this space
used when the city has anything to
sell. For instance some public de-
partmeet vehicle wears out, is of no
further use to the department, but
can be used by others, he wants ao
ad inserted in the space, telling the
public that to the highest bidder will
be sold this cast-off apparatus or
article.
1Var. Miller is chairman of the alder-
metric finance committee and believes
much money can be saved the public
treasury by boying and selling !hinge
through. 'bids, -his idea being in con-
formity with. private business, that
"competition is the life of trade,"
PLEASANT MEETING.
Mr. John Hall Greets Friend of Boy-
hood Days Years Ago.
Me. J. W. Hickman, of Fort Worth.
Texas, yesterday morning treated his
cousin Mir. John B. 'Hall, the real
estate man, with quite a pleasant sur-
prise. by walking in tmexpectedly on
the vise') known Paclucahan.
Mr. Hatl had net seen his cousin
since they -were boys. about forty
years ago, and it NTS needle's to say
the unexpected reunion was one of
much ht to them both. Me.
Hick 4 big guest for several days
here.,
COLORED PEOPLE.
Harry Johnson Died in City and Al-
bert Boyd in the County.
Harry Johnson. ((Anent, died at
3 cackick yesterday morning at me
South Eighth street. and will be
buried this morning at 10 o'clock in
Oak Grove eenretete. He was 44
years of age.
Albert Boyd, aged, ift months, died
of pneumonia. in the Lone Oak, sec-
dim, and was buried yesterday at
Note:int Grove centetera. He was
eolered.
French federal empinerak are de-
manding of the griverns4nt the right
to feent unions,'
as good if not better service than
upon the other edivirrions.
'The artists and mechanics continue
putting the finitbing toothlike to the..
company's new quarters orial athad-
way nean Fourth street, anti by tne
lase of this week things will he in
tett-elite/ eondit int? . The--'quertet
were minven intr by Mr Bleecker
an dot-her officials beton' quite done.
leo they are pushing naohanice who
arc: aapidly Iona% thhigs trt.
. 9
S
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ABOUT $35,000
IS WHAT THE PEOPLE'S HOME
PURCHASING COMPANY
OWES.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed Is
Still at Work Getting Listed
Claims Against Company.
The liabilities of the People's
home Purchasing company will be
suite large, while it is not thought
the assets will pay two per cent up-
on the idebtednesa. Master Commis
sioner Cecil Reed, of the circuit court
here, has been at work seevral weeks
making up thesreport of the liabili-
tie sand asisets 'so as to file it with
the court and show the financial
'standing of the company which was
forced out gf business by the parties
holding contract bonds in same.
The commissioner yesterday said
that the liabilities were in round
figures $35,000, while the assets will
do well if they amount to $5.000, as
the company left nothing whatever
but four pieces of property, while
what money was in the treasury was
about used up in conducting the bu,si
nests under direction of J. S. Bor-
deaux, for whom the officers are look
ing, criminal charges 'having been
todged against him months ago.
The 239etS consist of four pieces
of property, one turned back to the
company by Dr. Victor Voris, one
by Mrs. Zoe Hamlin, one by Mr.
Ragon, all of this city, and one piece
at Birmingham, Ala. The company
had loaned money to these parties,
vcho put up houses on their ground.
When the concern went out of busi-
ness the panics turned the houses
and lots over to satisfy the borrow
they made of the company. All but
one piece of this property has been
converted into cash while the
rsaining 
 
re-
one will be just as soon as
possible.
The list of claims held against the
company ran from several dollars up
into the hundreds, and it took many
pages to transcribe them into pam-
phlet form.,a The master commis-
sioner had 17, procure a counting
machine to total the respective fig-
ures into one combined sum, which
equalled about $35,000. He is 'now
waiting to the last day possible in
order to give everybody holding a
claim every chance to get it in, be-
cause if he goes ahead and makes
lu,s report of liabilities and assets
and then some 04 her c,nnes in and
puts in a bill against the defunct con-
cern, the commissioner has to make
a supplemental report to the court
showing this delayed claim.
Just as soon as the commissioner
ledges 'his statement with the court
decision will be reached as to which
shall be paid, etc., and there Wound
up this end of the business.
At the next term of the criminal
court there comes up the charges
against the officers and directors...of
five company, charging the authori-
ties with conducting a business with
out legal license and authority from
the commiornsealth.
GREENBACKS
BUNDLE 01,' THEM
IN HOLLOW TREE
H. SETTLE.
FOUNDI
BY W.
Sent the Package to Washington and
Received a Crisp One Dollar
Bill in Return,
.W. H. Settle, of near this city,
sometime since discovered a roll of
greenbacks inside a hollow tree, but
they did not pan out much for him.
The Golconda (Ill.) paper arriving
here a day or two ago said as fol-
lows:
"Mir. W. H. Settle, who resides
near Paducah., told us Tuesday of a
find' be made. Not long since he cut
down a good sizsd tree which was
hollow at' the stump. To 'his surprise
he found in this hollow a large roll
°I decayed paper. whicb 'he at once
decided to be a roll of greenbacks.
He was urged to send) his' find to the
treasury department, at Washington.
Hie did so and a few days ago re-
ceived' a crisp dioll'ar bill with a letter
stating that that was all they could
snake out of it for sure. The growth
over the hole where the roll was in-
serted showed about 45 rings, which
indicated it was placed-there during
the war."
POLL TAX
FORMER SHERIFF LEE POT-
TER NOW SENDING OUT
NOTICES
Sheriff John Ogilvie Will Not Corn.
mere Moving Office Until
Next Week.
Mr. Lee Potter, the former sher-
iff, and his deputy while in office,
aVilliam Lydon, are now busily en-
gaged sensling out the 1,500 notices
to that %many people informing them
that they hays not paid their poll tax
for loos. There are many on the
hst which does not converge into
the "delinquent list" until next April,
as the fiscal court has given the out-
going sheriff until that time in which
to collect the polls for last year.
He is sending out the notices, as
fast as they can be prepared, and al-
ready mart, people have come in
and paid, while those not doing so.
will be garnisheed and their proper-
ty sokl to make the amount.
Claim Notioe.
All parties holding claims against
the estate of Emily Graham, are di-
rected to present them to the under-
signed, properly certified to, else
they will be barred, according to law.
• 
CH'AS. T. GRAHAM, Adm'r. I
The first Baptist church at New-1
port News. Va., was destroyed by
fire.
Sheriff's Office.
Sheriff Joilin Ogilvie will not com-
mence moving into the quarters va-
cated by the street car company- on
Fourth street, until some time next
week, as the painters and paper-
hangers have not gotten things into
f.nihed condition yet, ready for the
h,eriff who continues occupying the
quarters of the former sheriff, Lee
Potter .
There is a mess in Beaver, Pa.,
over the girls in the female college
there having midnight lunches in
their rooms with young men of the
town. The president of the college
has taken. the matter to the courts
and the town is up in artns over the
exposures feared. The school man-
agement bas been asked -to with-
draw the lodgments in court and to
return to the use of a shotgun, the
previous custom of the school.
Miss Mary Emerson, in "WILL '0 THE WISP," at The Kentucky,
a Matinee and Night today Matinee at 2:30 o'clock.
s
Blankets and
Comforts
Two months yet to come of cold and
freezing nights. 'Why not 'be'
comfortable and warm?
rares.ftefivet•
Raw products are advancing in price
and it will pay you to invest liberally
NOW!
10-4 Plain Wool Blankets, $3.50Good values 
11-4 Extra Fine Wool Plaid
Blankets  $5.95
11-4 Extra Fine Wool Blankets,
White  $5.00
HEAVY COMFORTS FOR SINGLE 75 CENTSBEDS 
EXTRA WIDE COMFORTS s1.00For 
EXTRA FINE SILKOLINE
COMFORTS  $2.50
.4-411Notstitio
L. B. *Ogilvie CZ Co.,
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
ARRANGEMENT OF SCHEDULES AND TRANSFERS ON SOUTH 6TH
AND 3RD ST, BELT LINE AND JACKSON ST.
Car leaves Fourth and Broadway for Sixth and Broad, via Third stre t
Every so Minutes.
On the hour and at to, 20, 30, 140 and so minutes past the hour
between 6:00 a. m. and so:oo p. m.
Car leafes Fourth and Broadway for Sixth and Broad, via South tar St.
Every 20 Minutes.
On the hour and at 20 and 40 minutes pa-t the hour
Between 6:oo a. m. and ro:oo p. m. .
Car leaves Fourth and Broadway for Jackson street
Every 20 Minutes.
At so, 30 and so minutes past .the 'hour
between 6:io a., in. and 9:so p. m.
Car leaves Sixth and Broad, via Third -street.
At to:oo, ro:2o, to:40 and 11:00 p. m.
Car leaves Sixth and Broadway, via Third street
Every so Minutes.
On the hour and at to, 20, 30, 40 and so minutes past the hour
between 6:10 a, in. and zo:oo p. in.
Car leaves Sixth and Broad, via South Sixth street
Every 20 Minutes.
At ro, 30 and so minutes past the hour
between 6:ro a, rn. and ro:oo p
Car leaves Twelfth and Jackson
Every 20 Minutes.
On the hoar and at 20 and 40 minutes past the hour.
between 6:20 a. In. and to:to p. in.
Owl car leaves Sixth and 'Broad, via South Sixth street
At to:ro, 10:30. to:So and tr:to p
m.
Passengers can get transfers at Fourth and
above cars to all other lines.
Passengers 'taking inbound Third street Short
to southbound Belt Line car at Third and Nortoa
Broadway ,from the
Line car may transfer
streets.
Passengers taking inbound Third street Short line car may transfer
at Fourth and Broadway to Jackson street car.
Passtrigers taking Jackson street car may, transfer to outbound
Belt Line car at Sixth and Jackson.
Ten Per Cent Brosaway Investment. investment. Nothing better in Pa-
For $3,,yao we offer a 3-story brickducah than this for a safe business
hosineta building between First andhuilding investment.
Second street, lot 18x65, that will pay Whittemore Real estate Agency,
permanently so per cent net on theFratsrnity building. Both phones 835
E E. COULSON,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Thou 133. 529 Broadway.
iNe.111100114.441~094.****111444+.4.44+4.***444114,0440.41
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE CIREA'TEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HA*
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER t.
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH •
FOR THE swim. SUM OF ONLY 55 CENT& NICE PLAIN PLU-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR Z SELLING AT 6 CENTS Pi.
ROLL. WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 1J.4c PER SINGLE ROI:::
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT g, soc, xc, soc
4.2iD UP TO .3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO StilT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT. INGRAINS •
DESIGNE IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVItABLIt COs
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINSED BORDERS 10 MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS
JAPANESE PRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE MAO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULerrNO, FICT171t2 FRAMES: WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TASKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOP/NO
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OU'R NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
CrIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
•
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,.• •
•
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PAPICAH REAL EST ick • rr... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM: EAS,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 'WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR Zr.
ir.„DG• a sv. WEIITTEMOIR5. Peadvuoi• As
1111Mom, 
....The Largest Fortunencl
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound  interest : : :
1
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
--227--
Broadway,
Undertakers and Embalmers,
3o SOUTH THIRDiST PADUCAH, K14
MAUR., [mut & co.
. K. HENDRICK. 3.0. MILLED
WM. MARBLE,
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble:
LAWYERS
Rooms r, s and 3 Register %U.
Ins. 323 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the court* of the
sads, if,th plumes sit
Lemon Chill Tonle
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DR
STORES.
%._
Subscribe for the Daily Register. ,
40°'
•
•
t •
LAST CASE UP
FINAL JURY ACTION TO BE
BEFORE THAT BODY
TODAY.
J. R. Cheatham Was Given $300
Judgment Against H. P. Haw-
kins—Bryant Charge Revived.
The last jury case before Judge
Reed is that coming up today, and
when it is finished, the jurors will all
be dismissed, and the judge com-
mence trying those actions that are
heard by himself individuality. The
litigation for today is the important
It E. Head vs. Cheat likadge• case,
ant) if trial is entered into, it will
take two or three days to complete
'wt' the matter, Which constnnect that 
4 much of the court's time last Novem-
ber, when Mrs. 'Head was given $15,-
000 damages against Hodge, Whom
she charges with assaaainating her
lhusband.
Immediately on finishing with this
action the judge calls over the
equity docket and sets for trial those
cases ready for a hearing.
WAREHOUSE.
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE TO BE
ERECTED AT BENTON
SHORTLY.
4444.4•morbma•moili
The Promoters Have Nearly All the
Stock Subscribed and Start the
Work at Once.
Yesterday's Business.
There was dismissed yesterday the
suit of the Western District Ware-
house company against L. M1. Crutch-
field. In this cave the warehouse
claimed Crutchfield owed them
money as. result of a tobacco deal.
There was submitted to the court
himself the -experts petition of Willie
Weakis, for aettletneret of the Weaks
Bros. estate.
Judgment for $300was given plain-
tiff against defendant in the suit of
J. R. Cheatham against H. P. Haw-
kins. Hawkins owed Cheatqram for
corn and other stuffs. and would not
tpa' the debt.
.• There was overruled plaintiff's mo-
lion for a new trial of the suit cif
Earl Slaten against the Mersrenthaler.
Horton Basket factory. The plaintiff
then took an appeal, lie claims to
have gotten hurt by some defective
machinery at defendant's plant in
Mechanicsburg, where he was work-
ing at the time.
Receiver's Cecil Reed and Felix
Rudolph of the defendant company.
filed a deed transferring property to
E. K. Whittemore in the suit of A.
C. Bruce against The People's Home
Purchasing company.
Charge Revived.
•
There was revived yesterday and
again put on the docket the house-
breaking charge against Perry Bey-
cant. who was caught at Wollerstein'a
clothing store several years ago by
*• Detective Nboore. He was arreneJ
indicted and erase bond, but skipped
out. His sureties had to pay the
amount of the bond, and now it is
understood where he is, so the
charge is revived, and bench warrant
• 
issued for his arrest.
One night parties acrosa the street
at Nagel's jewelry house. heard the
gla 46 fall out the side door of Wel-
krsteines, and peering out the win-
dow, saw parties entering. The po-
lice were telephoned and Mr. Moore.
' than on the force, rushed around and
• caught one man inside, and Bryant
right out in front.
NOT JOHNSON
RS JOHNSON'S TRIP WITH-
OUT ANY GOOD
RESULTS.
•
The Man Johnson at Des Arc, Ark.,
Proved to Be Another of That
Name Altogether.
The hope of friends that the John-
son arrested at Des Arc, Ark., was
the missing J. P. Johnson, of May-
field, comes to naught, as yesterday
the Mayfield Messenger arriving here
said word 'had reached there from
'Mrs. Johnson. who reported the par-
ty there not her missing better half.
Theyleasenger in speaking of the
matter -said:
"The Messenger is in receipi of a
card from. Mrs. Mary Johnson, of
this city, who went to Dec Ace, Ark.,
to ascertain whether the Johnson
under arrest there was J. P. John'
% son, her husband, who disappeared
from Hickory Grov last November,
stating that it was not her husband
who was arrested'.
"When it was learned( here that a
man ii?tmcsii Johnson who was a sew-
ing machine repairer had been ar-
rested there on a charge of an at-
tempt of criminal assault,. it wa(
thought that it might be the missing
t! Johnson from this county as his age
band description almoFt corresponded.
"Mrs. Johnson states that she will
leave Monday for Mayfield."
Officers Hurley and SingetY, 'of
this city, had two weeks ago no-
ticed a telegram diliatch about some
Johnson being arrested at Arkansas,
andsthe local patroltnent sent the
clipping to Mrs. Johnson, who went
down, but her mission was. fruitless.
a-
• House at $sscks
._,
l'sTew 3-room Salem avenue .hodse,
a minutes' walk from car line, rents
for $7 per month. Pays is Per cent.
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
Prospects are that before long
Benton will have one of the largest
tobacco warehouses in this section
of the country, as yesterday morn-
ing word came from there that
Messrs. Pete Eley, Pat Stilley and
others were forming a stock company
to inaugurate the new businesa.
They wain to capitalize at $5,000 and
already all 'that amount has been
seb•cribed with the exception of sea
eta! hundred doilars. The balant..:
will be procured today and tomor-
row and then contracts for the build-
ing let and matters gotten into con-
dition for business this summer.
B..nton never 'has had a ware-
house far the storage of tobacco, and
all the weed put up in that county
has either been carried to Mayfield
overland far storage, or been brought
here for the Paducah warehouses.
As the storage business is quite a
valuable interest, the Bentiartite are
determined to put themselves up a
warehouse and then get the contract
to.store all the tobacco grown by the
farmers of that section.
Their object is to put the ware-
house down right beside the railroad
tracks so the shipping can be done
more easily by running freight cars
up beside the building to be loaded
or unloaded. The building will be
brick, 'warn° feet in size.
sac
ssc
63C
78c
Now On at Eley Dry Goods Co:
Ten Days of Bargain-Giving ftpeerndt110010neinr.
322-24 Broadway.
•
tWilNam Brinkmeyer, a wealthy
farmer, who was being held pending
a lunacy inquest, committed suicide in
jail at Evansville by cutting the ar-
teries of his wrist with his watch
crrital-
MINES RESUME
WEST KENTUCKY COAL COM-
PANY NOW GOING FULL
BLAST.
-Mr. Bolds, Bookkeeper, Resigns and
Goes to New York—Taylor
Fisher Takes Position.
General Manager C. M. Budd of
the 'West Kentucky Coat company
yesterday morning stated that the
mining strike troubles up about
Sturgis had been all settled and' the
'half dozen mines of the company
around' there are now running full
operation, and plenty of coal is being
gotten out. Last September the
':inn i'r.c vcnt out on a strike
at the mines of that vicinity, and
ever since then only one mine of the
West Kentucky company has been in
operation. Now though things have
been adjusted most satisfactorily to
everybody and the plants resume
full bloat.
General Bookkeeper,
Mr. Bolds, general bookkeeper for
'the coal company, has resigned his
position, and yesterday returned to
his 'home in New York. The com-
pany (maintains branch offices here, at
Sturgis, Caseyville, St. Louis, Mem-
phis and other points, with Paducah
the headquarters. The business of all
these cities is reported to the head
'bookkeeper for the general office
here. As yet the successor to It.fir.
Bolds has not been selected.
New Attache,
Mr. Taylor a Fisher, the former
cigar and. tobacco dealer, has ac-
cepted a position in the office of the
coal company here and will !mks
them a valued and energetic young
attache, being a pushing and progres-
sive young business man.
Corked r TI. Coppial
Strictly a Family Beverage
•Bud iser
"King Beers"
130,388,520 Bottles of Budweiser
Consumed in 1904
More than three-fifths of this amount tised in the
homes. This fact marks the decline of strong
alcoholic drinks, and is the greatest step in the
direction of true temperance.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louts, U. S. A.
Orders Promptly Filled by
B. C. Loebletn, Mar. Anheuser.Busch Branch, Paducah, Ky.
.111111111111.1
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts of Kew
tucky.
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., sod Broadway.
OVEDI MOUARCHEINLEECDTERpIACRATLmAENND•
° 121-123 N. FOURTH ST
'
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated.
reat Removal Sale
ON AND ON
A constant flow of bargainst that
will enrich thousands of homes with
the comforts that the human family
Shine, Come chandise at the mercy of the people. Sale now going on.long for, Rich or Poor, Rain or
— Will close at 11 o'clock, Saturday night, February 10, 1906Our lease on the Rieke building expires Saturday night, February 10. We have occupied this build-ing eight:years and will remove to 216 Broadway, the building formerly occupied by Mose Schwab,and will be open to our many friends and customers February 12. To show our appreciation ofyour patronage during our long stay in this location we will offer bargains such as have never beenheard of in this city. Record-breaking values will be in force during these 10 days. Let nothingkeep you away. This entire stock will be filled to overflowing with bargains so enticing you cannotresist carrying them away. You cannot afford to overlook them. This is an opportunity that willnot occur again soon. Profits thrown to the wind and a part of thc actual cost, Read below
SOME OF THE BARGAINS:
Rail Road Fare Paid to every pur-
chaser at this isle for Iliosoo or
more.
With each and every purchase we
will pay ferry fare over Ohio river.
CARPETS.
5 pieces Granite, worth 30C . . . 22V2C
5 pieces Union, worth aoc 29c
All Wool Filling at . 47c
is pieces strictly all wool Ingrain
worth 75c, at 
Brussels worth 75c, 
Brussels worth 85c 
Amber Velvets worth Si oo
Dobson Velvet and Imperial Ax-
minster, beautiful patterns,
with borders, worth $r.25, at a8c
MATTINGS
Worth 15c and 18c, at tat/sc
Worth 20C, it t61/2c
Jap and Chinese Matting worth
25c, at 21C
Extra heavy China and
worth 35c and 4oc at
Japan
 s9c
Beautiful hand-painted Jap Mat-
ing, worth 50c at 37c
DRUGGETS
• ro Tapestry, worth $13.50
for Sic) oa
gx x2 Brussel, worth $15 50,
at 
 $13.50
9213 heavy Brussel, worth $18.00
for 
 
 815 oo
lama Heavy Brussel, worth $x8.
for 
 
$i5.00
9:12 Rexbury, worth $22.00,
for 
 
 818 on
9212 Velvet, worth $27.50, for 
.522.50
9* 12 AVTIilliter, worth $27.50
for 
 
... $22.5.)
RUGS.
30254 worth $2 25,
for  
 
 69
36x72 in. Smyrna, worth $3 50
for 
 
52 48
30254
for  
in. Smyrna,
in. Velvets, worth $3.25,
 $1 69
in. Japs, worth $1 35, for. 98c
30o:54 in. Moquets, worth $2.75
for 
 $1-98
7 feet 
8 feet 
Oil Colors—
Hortehorn Roll, 8 feet, worth $t
for 
 7sc
Cotton Batts worth toe 
 
71/2c
WINDOW SHADES HOSIERY.
Water Colors— Men's heavy Rib Hose, worth roc
3 feet 
 2c'c I ans 121/c, at 7V3C
" 25C Expansion Knee, isc quality, ....toe
 34K
LACE CURTAINS
20 per cent off.
Large new stock, 5o styles, 35c
$7 50, pair, 20 per cent. off.
FURNISHING GOODS.
to
Men's heavy fleece Shirts and Drew-
era, worth soc, for 321/c
Men's BalbrigatraSliirts and Drawers
worth soc, 321/c
Men's Balbrigan Shirts and Drawers
worth 25C, at 20C
Children's 25C Union Suits  
Ladies' soc Union Suits at 15c quality, 36 in. wide 71/2c
so dozen Ladies' Fleece Hose, worth
15C, it 
 IOC
Wayne Knit Pony Stitching ..  20C
CORSETS
American Beauty, 50C Corsets at 42C
61 oo Corsets at 89c
KID GLOVES.
Best Si oo Gloves 75c
Genuine French Kid, worth Si 5o
at
OUTINGS AND
Igc tor quality .
CLOAKS.
250 Garments for Ladies and Chil-
dren, worth $2.00 to $2o oo, at just
half price.
Fancy table Oil Cloth I 5C
DRESS GOODS.
Al! isc and 20C goods at t2Vse
20 pieces 25c Dress Goods at  x1511/2c
50 pieces 50c Dress Goods at
so to ao pieces worth 75c and 85c
at.  5oc
All Si oo Dress Goods at 69c
 $100
Large stock of Trimmings at about
half price.
FLANNELS.
61/3c This is certainly the greatest bar-
gain ever offered in Dress Goods.
DON'T WAIT, COME NOW. COME EVERY DAY. BIG REDUCTIONS IN
EVERY DEPARTMENT. Every article and piece of goods in this store is a Bar-
gain. An opportunity like this does not come every week.4 Take advantage of
it. IT MEANS DOLLARS TO YOU. : : • • •
ley Dry Goods Compan
Paducah KeltuckY
7•77Talla
•
THE REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Months
Three Months 
One Week 
 2.50
1.25
.20
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Wednesday Morning, Jest. 31, 1926.
The Independent Voter.
The increaing tendency to inde-
pendient voting, in tiis! country was
intrstioaiiiii, ss.,4 the refute) of a num-
ber of republicans in the house of
repeesentatives to vote with their
party on the statehood bill. The
.Boston Herald, commenting on this
matter, says:
"Considering the combined power
of the speaker and the president to
punish recalcitrants, this was not a
•bati showing. If all the members
whose convictione were against the
statehood bill .had possessed equal
courage the motion would have been
rejected. This test vote shows once
more the basis and justification of
imiependen•t voting by members ,of a
political party. Personal principles
or convictions and the interest and
wishes of constitueuts should be
enough to justify any representative
in voting against the government
clique of the house, just as con-
science and individual judgment
should govern the suffrage of the
voter. There is too much, voting by
rote or according to tradition or
habit in this country. What propor-
tion of the republicans in Massachu-
setts are still "voting straight" be-
cause their party abolished slavery,
directed the war for the Union and
later essabliehed and djefended the
gold standard, it would, perhaps, be
difficult to tell. But it is pretty cer
tam n that a sufficient number of them
are still "marking time" on these
oead-sissues to case a stampede,of
forward in support f the live issue,
er
the standpatters if ey should ove
of tariff revision and reciprocity, as
their conviction's and their interest.;
impel them to do. It never occurs
to these hide-bound partisans to con
sider what ballots are for or what..
votes were intended to mean. The
democrats have been called "Bc.iur•
bons" and accused of "voting for Af
diew Jackson" at every election.
but they have shown in recent elec-
tions a devotion to principle and a
capacity for independent voting that
republicans might well emulate.
\lore than a million democrats re-
fused to vote for Bryan and a cheap
dollare-a large proportion of them
voting directly for McKinley. At
the last uresidential 'election an en
tirely diffenent million and mbre of
democrat: declined to vote for judge
Parker because he did not share
their convictions nor represent their
views. The" attitude of the reptilb•
lican leaders toward the tatriW, to-
ward reciprocity, the Philippines, for-
e eign entanglements and other things
is notable to large numbers of their
followers; but these 'go right on
'=voting fur the regalsr ticket" year
after year. Is- it force of habit? Is
it indifference? Or is it &cad .cif the
alternative — Democratic sinirm-
acy."
Comnienting upon this expreston
of the -Boston Herald the Nashville
tanner add'-'these additional strong
worde:
"A vote, whether given by a citi-
zen at the polls or by a representa-
tive in a legislative•body, should be
the honest expression of an intelli-
gent judgment arid conviction, and
when a vote is cast against the con-
viction and best judgment of the
voter it cannot be said to be an hon-
est vote. The assertion of individ-
tial independence at the polls is good
for any community, but we also need
a greater ihdependence on the part
of legislatora. and congressmen.
There should be enough independ-
ence in every party to rebuke the
party for' Wrenstioing if necessary,
and no legislator or congressman
should be .so bound by a party ma-
chine or caucus ai to sultify himself
by irtiting against his own convic-
tion of duty aod principle. The eau-
./ etas gag is a machine gag and is fre-
quently used in legislative bodies
under the guise of party interest, to
suppress honest judgment on the
part .021 a minority."
I front of the Amalientxnas Palace in
Copenhagen. The ceremony lasted
but a few moments but there was
present a gathering estimated at
fifty thousand to cheer the new king
and she new reign.
The death of King Christian IX
was first announced and the ascend-
ency of 'his: son declared. King
Frederick at (awe appeared and in a
short speech declared he would rule
talder the example and teachings of
his illustrious father and hoped for
the same loyalty from the people
that his father had received. The
throng gave 'him a warm greeting
for he wee popular Naftali, the people
as the crown prince because' ef manx,
democratic traits.
-King Frederick haying often serv-
ed as king daring his lather's ab-
sence from the throne is widely
known. He is a great admirer of
America and has etxbeayored to show
this fact to all Americans of mots
When •visiting that country. He is
credited with having the mind and
the ability to make Denmark a suc-
ceseful ruler and will no doubt do so.
He ascends the throne when his
country is at peace with the entire
world and particularly its neighbors
and with tris domain busy and con-
tented and just now more prosper-
ous than ever before in its history.
America greets the new ruler with
best of wishes for this manifested
admiration of this land and for the
promise he gives hia people of liberal
ruling Nod' consequent happiness.
Additional interest centers just now
in the house of representatives. That
body has u pthe rate bill or the pro-
posed eailroad legislatic.n question.
Townsend, of Michigan!, had the
floor yesterday and in speaking in
behalf of the act declared it would
correct the existing evil. The pub-
lic will no doubt follow the discus-
sion of the bill in the bous,e.
DEBATING RATE BILL.
(Continued frail First Page.)
be caused wherever possible. As one
of the Younger and 111051 humble re-
publicans in the house let me ad-
monish my party associates in both
houses that thie question pvi:1 not
down, nor' will it much longer brook
delay.
"Tempoirizing will bring nothing
hut disaster. Already we bear rumb
hngs of discontent, and socialism
smiles with satiefaction with every
delay. Reg-filmiest of a public serv-
ant is not a departuseaftom the prin-
ciples ef popular government, but
(kis-negate! of a righteous law and in-
difference to legal restrictions im-
posed to protect the people's rights
is more than socialism, it is anarchy,
and were 1 a railroad agent instead
of a people's representative I would
hail the proposed railroad legislation
as a salvation to my master from the
fate which an indignant people is
sure to visit on the corporations who
believe that they.are above and be-
yond the law and seek to become a
low unto themselves. 
.
"Let the law pass," Mr. Townseral
concluded, and 'teethe railroads heed
its provisions, and iisotead of retard-
ing its exectitiena aid in its operation,
and then instead of being the object
of sespicion and hatred they will be
regarded as the instruments of pro-
gress and prosperity. Rate legisla-
tion will enter into history; its entry
will not be marked by any business
disturbances, but rather it will indi•
cate the beginning of an era of bet-
ter feeling and opporainities under a
just and impartial law."
,*.Denmark's New Ruler.
Though the remains of late Kiag
ciyjiilte haves not been laid at final
reef 4iis seiceeesor as ruler Of Den-
mark has been formally proclaimed.
Yesterday at 'noon Frederick VIII.
'400""41P11
TERRIBLE ITCHING
SCALP HUMOR
Badly Affected With Sores and
Crusts— Extended Down Behind
the Ears — Some Years Later
Painful and Itching Pustules
Broke Out on Lower Part of
Body—Son Also Affected.
A TRIPLE CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"About ten years ago my scalp be-
come badly affected with sore and
itching humors crusts, etc., and extend-
ing down behind the ears. My hair
came out in *OM also. I was greatly
troubled; understood it was *creme.
Tried various remedies, so called, with-
out effect. Saw yo ue Cuticure adver-
tisement, sad gut them at.once. Ap-
plied them as to directions, me., and
after two weeks, I think, of use, was
dear as a whistle.
"I have to state also that late last
fall, October and November, 1904, I
was suddenly afflicted with a had erup-
tion, painful and itching pustules over
the lower part of the body. I suffered
dreadfully. In two months, under the
skilful treatment of my doctor, con-
trtlie.t, I found myself cured.with Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
"Six years ago my son was laid up
with a severe cold, hard cough, and
finally painful eruption all over the
body. I procured the Cuticura Remedies
U soon as possible, and after his faith-
ful use of same was as well as ever in
two weeks, as well as I can recall. He
has never had a return of the Ulnae,
as far as I know.
"I have always been pleased to com-
mend the Cutieura Remedies, and testify
as to their efficacy. Jam a veteran of
the late Civil War, '61-'65, between
seventy and eighty years of age. Yours
truly, H. M. F. Weiss, Roeemond,
Christian Co., Ill., Aug. 11, 1906."
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THEATRICAL NOTES.
Miry Emerson Today.
For thj present season's tour of
Mary Emerson, a new play will be
presented "Will 0' the Wisp," a
romantic drama, was written eeptfial-
ly for Miss Emerson. While, di no
sense, a one-part play, which so fly
managers provide for their st it
gives Mass Emerson a splendid rt.
The character is that of a ellsung
girl, all of her life a wanderer, yet
haying unconsciously a native refine-
ment and generous nature. Braving
all sorts of weather and. condition,
she is always cheerful, always Cheer-
ing her grandfather, the old maa who
Shares her wanderings. They travel
from village to village, the two, she
singing and dancing to, help them on
their way. There are many strong
scenes in the play and most of these
fall to the lot of Miss Emerson, and
it is work in which she excels. She
will he seen here today, matinee and
night. Matinee at 2:30.
The Next Attraction.
-
Bankers & Brokers- the new
musical comedy in which. Yorke &
Adams will make their first appear-
ance in this, city as stars at the Ken-
tucky on next Tuesday matinee and.
night is' the ,joint work of George
Totten- Smith and Aaron Hoffman
and white written for laughing pur-,
poses -will be found to contain al
tangeable story that any audience
can follow. The music it is claimed
is far above, the average and is of
the popular style that wilt soon be
whistled on the streets. Yorke &
Adams are comedians of the David
Warfirld school and in themselves are
sufficiently strong to furnish a good
evening's entertainment. In addition
to these popular stars, a company
numbering sixty-five people are car-
ried in this organization. The comedy
is in Wall street, New York, and in
the Casino grounds at Palm Beach,
Florida.
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
arid cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
Porteous Bros.
WILL ADJOURN.
County Supervisors Will in Few Days
Adjourn Until Feb. 5th.
Today the board of supervisors for
the county will finish going over the
transfers furrished them by county
clerk, showing who has sold and
bought property during icio5, and the
price paid for same. These transfers
are gone over so it can be seen what
price the realty bought, therefore it
can be ascertained whether the pres-
ent owner is trying to conceal the
true value from supervisors. Finish-
ing the transfers, the board takee up
the mortgages, and it is believed they
will finish them tomorrow, when the
stipervisors then adjourn until next
Monday when they reconvene for
purpose of heating protesting prop-
erty owners for a period of ten days,
the latter showing cause why their
assessments should not be increased
for county and state tax purposes
HAY, HAY.
Timothy, clover, pea-hay; baled
wheat straw. Noble & Yeiser.
IMPORTANT LICENSE NOTICE
FOR 'gob
THE PRESENT LICENSE 0D:
NANCE IMPOSES A PENALTY
OF TEN PER CENT. TO BE
ADDED TO ALL LICENSES blOT
PAID WITHIN THIRTY DAYS
FROM JAN iST, 1906
THE TREASURER IS REQUIR-
ED TO COLLECT THIS PENAL-
TY ON ALL LICENSE NOT
PAID BEFORE FEBRUARY
1906
MERCHANTS, LAWYERS, PHY
SICIANS AND ALL OTHERS, IN-
CLUDING OWNERS OF VIM'
CLES AND DOGS, WHO ARE
LIABLE FOR LICENSE TAX
ARE NOTIBIED TO COME TO
THE TREASURER'S OFFICE
DURING THE MONTH OF JAN-
UARY AND PAY THEIR LI-
CENSE OR THEY WILL SUFFER
THE PENALTY ADDED BY
LAW
IN FACT ALL PROFESS:ONS,
AVOCATIONS, CONTRACTORS
AND DEALERS OF ALL KINDS.
BOARDIft HOUSES AND RES-
TAURANT KEEPERS ARE LIA-
BLE AND ARE REQUIRED TO
PAY A LICENSE TAX, WHICH
ARE SUBJECT TO PENALTY IF
NOT PAID
RESPECTFULLY,
GEORGE LICHNHARD,
LICENSE INSPECTOR
We Offer $50.00 Reward
Vote in a Week.
In making a request that speeches
he confined to the subject matter of
the bill, Mr. Hepburn stated that re-
quests for time on the bill have been
90 numerous that it !seemed prowl.
•0 con-fine debate to the bill. Mr.
Williams,. minority leader, objectiel
to this restriction, whareepon a dis-
cussion followed as to whether this
report could' be enforced by a vote.
Mr. Williams remarked:
"We are a 'body now and can't do
anything but talk, and if this prece-
dent is made we will even have that
privilege elit off."
"Not wishing to abridge any of the
gentleman's prerogatives I will not
pretn the matter," responded Mr.
Hepburn, good naturedly. He ob-
served further that while no time
had been set to close debate it has
been his. idea that a vote might be
taken on the bill one week from to-
day.,
In taking up the bill in cointnittee
of the whole, Mr. Vreeland (N. Y.)
was selected to preside over the de-'
hate. _ 
. •
Mr Towtneend (Mich.) at once
began "the opening speech on the bill.
Women seldom-mean it when they
kiss each other. The average woman
would rather bite a piece of the
other's complexion.
Any man who would laughfat your
mistakes would get angry 'if you
/ant at tat
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY. SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing jewelers in Padu-
cah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 2p year case for Sic)
Credit to those who want it
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work,
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which 'defy
competition. We make 1.44. specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called' for and &hired at
your request. We do Gale and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in !exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, whir% is about the same ae
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
 ma s • se as eie is min is • els if al I Ills
ACKET STORE
"ALWAY; TIIE BEST AT THE PRICE" IS A MOTTO T
HAT
HAS A REAL MEANING HERE.
OUR STOCK OF NEW GOODS FOR EARLY SPRING 
WEAR
HAS NEVER BEEN AS COMPLETE AS NOW. WE ASK N
O
ADVANCE ON THE FOLLOWING GOODS, ALTHOUGH 
THE
HIGH PRICE OF COTTON HAS CAUSED THE M
ANUFACTUR-
ERS TO RAISE THEIR PRICES. ettatjk,411a31111NESIMAII
PERCALES
YARD WIDE PERCALES IN
LIGHT SHIRTING STYLES A.ND
D tK DRESS STYLES, A.L NEW
PATTERNS, AND THE CLOTH
IS EXCELLENT—PRICE toe.
YARD WIDE PERCALES—THE
FINER ONES.-BOTH LIGHT
AND DARK STYLES, INCLUD-
ING PLAIN WHITE, AT 1254 A
YARD.
PRINTED MADRAS
FINE FOR LADIES' WAISTS,
BOYS' WAISTS AND MEWS
SHIRTS IT COMES IN WHITE
GROUND WITH NEAT DO'TB,
FIGURES, STRIPES AND
CHECKS.
IT IS FULL YARD WIDE.
IT IS OF SPLENDID QUALI-
TY AND VERY SIGHTLY.
THE PRICES ARE roc, 1354e isc
AND THE EXTRA FINE GRADE
AT
6INGHAMS
BIG RANGE OF STYLES FOR
DRESSES, SHIRTS and SHIRT
WAISTS ALL ARE THIS SEA
SON'S STYLES AND THE PRICE
IS ONLY lot A YARD MANY
STORES ARE SELLING THIS
GRADE AT 121/ac.
SEERSUCKER GINGHAMS—.
THE OLD STANDBY—MANY OF
THB OLD-TIME S TAR L E
STRIPES WITH SOME NEW
ONES ADDED,  AT  rs54e.
MERCERIZED PLAIDS
OTHERWISE KNOWN AS SILK
TAFFETA. THIS IS A NEW
ONE — VERY RICH — WOKS
LIKE SILK—PRICE 115C A YARD.
MONA SILKS
A MERCERIZED FABRIC IN
THE LARGE FANCY DESIGNS,
RICH COLORINGS AND TONY.
EFFECTS, PRICE toe. A YARD
NOW READY
NEW VAL LACES
NEW LINEN LACES.
NEW EMBROIDERIES
NEW COTTON TORCHONS.
NEW INDIA LINONS—THE
GREATEST toe, 121/3c AND isc
VALUES EVER SHOWN.
REAL INDIAN HEAD IN ALL
WIDTHS-
7/$ YARD WIDE.
YARD WIDE
IN YARD WIDE.
PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
1,1
Subscribe For The Register
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY. ,
Watches cleaned and examined 75c up. Watch Heade roc Up
New Mainspring, best quality 75-c. up. Watch Glasses  toe up.
New Case or Hairspring 71c up. Watch Keys 5c.
New jeveele, whole or cover 50c ups
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for One year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, it3 R 64o BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
&edit to those who need it:.
Jeweler
S416-i'41114051 6011441615174
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,
is 1 Bleich9
224 Broadway, - PADUCAH, KY.
VZ:1461--21.1--2 1111111MOSIWSliait'Ul':' I
Shoal Music in Stock...
s 
WE HAVE AT ALCIIMES THE LATEST AND BRIGHTEST SONGS
ALL THE NEW AND CATCHY &MIMES; ALL THE BIG HITS IN
MARCHES AND TWO-STEPS; ALL THE POPULAR WALTZES AND
INTERMEZZOS, and we sell Sheet Music for the piano at -Jai
HALF THE PUBLISHER'S PRICE,
Some DI the Very Latest Hits:
'Ti, But a Dream, high class song
Rufus, Rastus Johnson Brown, coon song 
"Freckles" and Cherry," latest ragtirnes ---
Belles of Dixie, march and two step 
Drifting Leaves, a beautiful reverie 
30C
25C
25C
25C
25C
Hirbour's Book Department.
italaffIEMEMISSOMMIT454141416
11
IMPORTANT I tid
your watch repaired by the
It is poor economy to have
•,^
CIIEAII man.
You want FIRST CLASS *
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.
••
5 illJ. L. WOLFF
LIFINFOSSISSIFRINFiri*Sitftslain
.; r
r.
IN
i E
Sc
Biggest Stock  Satisfaction Guaranteed Lowest Prices
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
- The' Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET. c".,
DOUBLE OMEN
ALDERMAN MILLER "TOUCH-
ED" TWICE AT ONCE DOWN
THE ROAD.
Just About Fixing Up Bankruptcy
Matter, When Someone Stole His
Watch and Chian. .
Akleranan W. T. Mi/ber the. music
and piano dealer s'ieltjamprob-
ably believesns g4 goiakortuner , do
not come si ut , a* his trip
of several dayero.46-Testneasee
stilted in sostleV:arit ..stesiing *is
watch, while in-sillditiontthe is having
a legal scrap down there for some
pianos belonging to him.
The alderman Solidity went to
Rutherford, Tenn., on receiving no-
tice that A. L. Powel of that place
.had filed a petition in bankruptcy.,
giving $13,000 liabilities aikd several
thousand assests. Mr. .Miller had
sold Powell seven pianos on consign-
ment. One of these Powell turned
over to a third man to vatisfy an
old debt, so claims the aMernran,
while" the six others were stored in
the Rutherford depot, where delivery
of them was stopped and will be re-
turned to the deakr here, who also
thinks 'he will get back the eieventh
one.
After disposing of his business in
this case Me. Millet started back to
Paducah and between Fulton and
Mayfield was walking through the
sareiking room, of the coach. ,and Aisle
windows), At that time several peo-
ple were positing through the narrow
place. After getting out of the ab-
breviated passageway the alderman
found that someone had' brushed up
against him, and "nipped" his fine
gold watch and chain.
He now goes back to Tennessee
Friday on the bankrupt case, but
hopes fo have better luck in the
-
touching" line.
' PROPERTY SOLD
41•1=01••••
'THE DEEDS LODGED YESTER-
DAY FOR RECORD WITH
THE CLERK
Marriage Lictnse Issued to Clyde
Wood, Aged 27, and Harriett
Hill, Aged 26.
•
In the county clerk's office yester-
• (lay there was lodged a bill of sale
- 
wherein piste Sebastian transferred
Ilelen Westlake the furnishings in
the house at to44 Vint street.
ilelen Westlake also 'bought the
elrouse fOi• $64000, and a deed to this
effect was tiledwith the clerk.
Land lying in the county has beeo
Sold .to W. A. Clark by E. G. La-
Gore for $35o.
Q. E. Evers sold to Robert Jett
ft* $330, land lying ia the county.
For $6o, land in the Oellryan addi-
tion was sold to E. L. Wilson by
W. C. O'Bryart.
Taylor Renfeld sold to May Kin-
caid for Woo, property in the coun-
ty on Clark's river.
Notary PiablIc.
Joseph Grogan tiled with the clerk
a commission from the governor
showing he was entitled to perform
the duties of notary public.
Licensed to Wed.
The clerk issued a marriage li-
cense to Clyde Wood, aged xi, and
Harriett Hill, aged 26, of the city.
MOVE CATARACT
MR T. E. COMPTON, OF GOL-
CONDA.. WILL HE OPERAT-
ED ON TODAY.
Child of Mr. Sirrunons Fell and Frac
tured Her Nose—The Sick of
the City.
!The Foreign Missionary society of
Mr. T. E. Compton, of .Golconda,
• Ill., has arrive and, will today be 
'firreadway Methodist church will
meet thip afternoon at 3 o'clock at
• . operated *or; Jvdroa4 hoapitAl
of ,Wert• of a the chords, and ail members are
" ,7. Ityr urged to be prevent.
cataract ovet 'his 1'e.
• . Some months ago he ciElle here 
-Ladies Sew for Charity.
from hiSA1tin44% lame totally blind Today the ladies of Grace Episco-
imill eiftplitalb one Over each eye, pal churefespend all day at the par-
' -Otte --ekirst.itiNal'red at riper time and isb house sewing for the H6rne. of
he was ;m14 back home. The sight the Friendless. Dinner Will be served
of that'Welifilflifiretly restored and
ye 
new mune,. at noon and all members ere ex-
110w 
"7 retnrni 4,,
staution remove the other foreign
growth from-over the peirpil.
Fractured *se.
The 12-year-old daughter of 'Mr.
William Simmons, of Clements
street, is suffering frpm a fractured
nose, caused by being knocked down
while playing with a companion at
the 114IcKiniley
Sick People.
Miss Fannie Singleton continues
quite ill at 'her home on North Sixth
street near Mom.
Dr. Richard Walker is able to be
up at the railroad, 'hospital, but can-
not few." that institution until some
tigns next week. He is still very
weak from. Isis month's siege with
fever.
Mr. Newton Ross, of 2100 Vets
avenue, is quite sick.
BOW TO CUPID
AGED AND WELL KNOWN PEO
PLE OF NEAR HARDIN
MARRIED.
Charity Club Postponed for One
Week Meeting 'Intended for
Today.
Yesterday, morning two of Cabo.-
way county's best known and most
venerable people wore united in mar-
riage, they being Mrs. S. E. Wal-
lace and Mr. G. W. Jackiort. of
near Hardin. The ceremdivy was
ierformed by the Rev. J. T. Enoch.
of Owen's Chapel, shortly after' to
o'clock, the couple driving up in
their buggy and having the knct tied
wbile they remained seated in the
rig. They then returned to their
home near Jackson to reside.
The bride is sixty-eight yeas of
age while the groom has reached the
three score and ten mark, but is
-till hale and hearty, and still suscep-
tible to Capid's dcuts. They are
both among the best peop!e of thst
vicinity, and now start upon • taeir
second sail over the sea of matri-
mony. togs..
Gatherings.
- The' Charity ctisb -as postponed
from today omit Wedotsday of next.
week the .m(eting intended with Mrs.
Eel P. Noble at the Palmer.
Satss Souci club will be enter
tainad by Miss Minnie Terrell' Fri-
clay afternoon.
Friday afternoon the February
riketing of the Daughters of the
Ap -Rerican evohition will be held
4th Mks--; Hubbard Wells, at" her
home in 'he Empire fiat* on Broad-
way near Seventh street. It being
l'e'asltington l)ny quotations from the
Father of His Country vAll be given
at roll call.
W. C. T. U. TO MEET
RESCUE MISSION WILL BE
TOPIC UP FOR DIS-
CUSSION,
Rev, Bourquin Is in Louisville At-
tending Meeting of Pastors' Aid
—Ladies Sew for Charity.
The Wolnan's Christian Temper-
ance Union will meet tomorrow af-
ter/140n at 3 o'clock in the lecture
room of the First Baptist church.
The departtAcra work will be devoted
to the Rescue Mission of which Mrs.
Ida B. Chiles is the superintendent.
A cordial invitation is extended tq,
all persons interested in the work
to he present-.
•••••••■■...
Pastors' Aid Meets.
Rev. William Bourquins of tb:
Evangelical church of South Fifth
street, has 'gone to Louisville to at-
tend the Pastors' Aid Sanday School
Institute of the Kentucky Sunday
School Association. It will last for
four days, in change of Prof. E. A.
rox, state secretary for the state
Sunday sehool body, and formerly of
here,
liddlagyattd the others of tjat Ote
,
4
Pecrett:
Missionary Society.
WOMAN FINED
MRS. AVERITT CONVICTED OF
RUNNING A DISORDERLY
HOUSE.
Lou Chambers and Will Henderson,
Colored, Were Each Fined $5
for 'Fighting.
In the police court yesterday
morning Mre. Charles Averitt was
fined $25 and costs for running a ALL STYLES ALL LEATHERS
disorderly house down about Red
Row on the north, side of town.
Ben Boyd, colored, was arraigned EVERY PAIR. WARRANTED
and given a continuance until- 
ha
Fri-
day of the warrant c rging him'
with running a disorderly house. 71t
is claimed he gives colored dancia
in a court or quarter beside the
Henry Gaaman grocery on North
Tenth street near Boyd, much to the
disturbance of the surrounding
neighborhood.
Lou Chambers and Will Hender-
son, both colored, were fined $5 and 
DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY
TO TRY OUR
costs each on the charge of engag-
ing•in a tight.
Val Patterson was given a contin-
uance until today of the breach of,
thc peace charge, after part of\ the.
testimony was heard.
Finis Hunter, colored, was fined
$20 and costs for going to the steam
cr Joe Fowles and raising the mis-
chief about a quarter he claimed
the craft owed him for services be-
fore he was fired. He was drunk
at the time.
Big Dance Tonight. •
Dance at Wes Flower's hall to-
night over silelating rink on Broadway.
Everytxicly invited.
FRANK AUGUSTUS,
manager.
,
HAY. HAY.
Timothy, clover, pea-hay; baled
wheat straw. Noble & Yeiser.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
'Mrs. C. H. Blaney kit last night
for Indianapolis. Ind., to visit rela-
iives.
Hon. Samuel H. Crossland, of
Mayfield, arrived here yesterday.
Miss Nettie Lasher and Mr. NL.
C Nelson, of Smithland,. were in Inc
city yesterday. •
Captain J. F. ifkowinski, of Car-
rollton, Ky., arrived here ye.terday.
Judge James M. Fisher, of Ben-
ton, is in the city on legal business.
Mr. George . B. Wearen, the
holesale` grocer, of Cairo, is in the
city.
Mr. Gus Bailey, of Sturgis, Ky. ,
is visiting 'the family of mr. T.  E.'
I 'Item, of 52o Adams street.
Mr. E. W. Craig, of Clinton, Ky..
is visi;ing, Mr. Clyde Cooper, of
South INinth street.
Mr. and Mrss. Charles I-. Robert-
son have returned from a two
Weeks' .F.tay at Hot Springs, Ark.
Mr. Daniel Fitzpatrick rturned
yesterday morning frost Toledo,
Cleveland, Ohio, and other points.
Mrs. D. A. Yeiser warned Yes-
terday from visiting in Hawesville,
Mr, Jtffin Curd, the printer, has
returned from Louisville, where he
went to locate last Summer. He will
resinne hi4 residence here.
Mr. William Cabell, the newt.paper
mon, has rettnned here to live after
a two years residence in Chicago.
, Mr. Herbert 'Hoover returned last
bight from Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. Rolla Miller left yesterday for
Smithland to attend the Presnell-•
Laither wedding.
Mrs. John K. Hendrick went on
yesterday to their home in Stnithlanift
after remaining here over night in
route from Louisville.
Miss Berdie 'Written, of Losittille,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. C. V. Allen
Miss Susan Temple, of New Yor
is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Brothers.
Alderrinat W. T. Milder returned
from a chairs visit to Cairo lest night.
Mrs. Henry Weissinger, of Louis-
ville, returned ,h4rne yesterday after
visiting Captain, George 'O. 1-111t4
family. She was accompanied by
sister, Mrs. Charles T. Kinkle.
3-fon. Jake Corbett, of Wickliffe,
was here yesterday.
Athert Roth has returned from
visiting in Louisville.
Mr. W. S. Barriold of Louisville. is
visiting in the city.
Mx. 'George Armstrong, of Bien
silk, is visiting Mr. W. W. Buchan
Misses Augusta Stuart, A
Steinit and Mr. Fred Raterman, of
Croittipla. Ill., are visiting MOO
Louise Regretting. '
2.00 SHOES
o Repairing
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 309 Broadway.
anomminumminummosa
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
*he skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. U. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST ISIXTH AND BROADWAYTELEPHONE 63.
Rock, Rye
and Honey
CompOund
Not a drink, but a seasonabk prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
Ia Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable
50( and $1, Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jack
son Sta. phone a37
& Clay Sta.. phone 31I.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want y,,ar clothe.. cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
tbs nicest line 4.1 samples for tint.
ID the City. Suits mad. to order.•
r. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence,•Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Phone roax—Red.
PABST Buz RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sol:4 at
Gray's Buffet,
PaIrrier.House Barr.
L. A. Lagomarsino.
Ilibecribe tor Dally WOW,
Books Usually " P".
Sold at . .  . )1.)0 at  50c
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OF
THE PLAY, ETC., AT 50c.
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
PRICE.
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS" FOR
SHEET MUSIC. WE HAI:E EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
DON OILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $15 to $100.'
The Vie:: for $22.00
IS A BEAUT, REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TQ PUT
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7:inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THE
FACTORY. MY- BUSINESS HAS BEN INCREASED BO RAP-
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN A N EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, givimG THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPEN
FROM r P. M. TO g P. M. ..,,4,4d•aastkozn'-',Z:1:2,11M1/1011
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, 1ET!
 4111I
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
4,1
We Write Anything in Insurance'
Office; 306 Broadway Phones:Office 383—Residence 169
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
Office Phone, 484-A
4 116 Fraternity Mira
Residence Phone, 323
_
-'The Man Who Would
Never BetrayBy COSMO HAPAFLTON
•It
(Copyright, tips, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
I want you to tell me. I've got my
own ideas on the matter. Was Din-
ton eoward or liar?
There is a woman in the story, and
Dinton has a straight nose, a fine
mustache, and he Stands six foot one
in his socks.
Canon Dinton had one son, Maj.
Carbis one daughter. Their houses
lay near to each other in a :village out-
side Gloucester.
Harry Dinton and Mary Savernake
Carbis knew each other by sight before
either was able to pass the time of
▪ day in words tabulated by Johnson.
For some years they were wheeled out
-side by side. For some years they ran
together hand in hand. Then came
Harrow, and a. "school for the daugh-
ters of gentlemen" at Brighton. In
the holidays they raced on ponies.
blaekberried and kissed each other in
a brother-and-sister way. Then the
boy entered the "shop," as his father
bad wished to do before him, and the
girl remained at Brighton. In the
holidays they still raced on ponies,
played tennis and golf; but they black-
`berried and kissed each other no more
tin a brother-and-sister way. At l'i
-they were, very secretly (no one must
know), engaged to be married. Har-
ry's mustache could be twisted; just
half Mary's hair had gone up.
Jove, how time slips on from chapter
So chapter!
Harry Dinton grew into a fine young
man, straight-backed, clean-eyed hare
of hand. On the great day upon which
be came down to the drawing-room in
his first uniform he looked every inch
a soldier.
"Will he do, Dinton? Will he do?'
said the major, with a slight moisture
In the corners of his eyes, due very
likely to gout
"He's a credit," replied Canon ..11 n
ton, in the stiffest speech he ever per-
petrated, due, very iikely, to gout also.
"to his father, to his friends, and tc
the nation."
"Eh, Mary my dear, eh?"
"Yes, indeed!" said Mary. while it
her heart she cried: "He's a man, ana
'be's mine—he's mine"
And then Harry "joined," and began
to live as most of them live; be bought
things he couldn't afford, and gambled
and paid up with other people's money.
and flirted a little with young married
women. Soon, quite soon, kin mental
.perspective began to change. The
three figures which hitherto had
dwarfed all others in his sight became,
respectively, "dear old dad," "funny
sld chap," "poor little Mary."
Poor little Mary read, and re-read,
and kept his letters—we know the let-
ters—and laid her flowers, her heart,
her faith, her trust, at the foot of the
pedestal upon which she had placed
.the image of the man who would never
betray. For you must understand that
Mary was no ordinary girl.
She AILS a hero worshiper, an enthu-
siast, an optiruist, a believer in things:
she was very simple. So far as she
knew, she had never possessed a moth-
er, you will remember. siee environ-
ment also kept her from becoming as
ether girls are. The country was all
she needed. Her garden, her animals,
the management of her father's house,
filled her days. Her dissipations were
the croquet mat"t" e she played with
the Canon and her fathen till the light
failed, to be followed by nit-throat
bridge with them under the green-
shaded lamp. She needed no frocks.
She attended so sales. She borrowed
no money. She met no "smart" peo
-
ple. She saw no life, but she lived
to her own complete satisfaction in her
dull, !stupid village. There were the
letters, you will remember. (We know
the letters.)
Do not for a moment run away with
the notion that Harry did not believe
the high-flown, not badly-worded sen-
timents he professed tri-weekly to the
young woman be was to marry. At
that time be did, although he received
many three-cornered notes from a Mrs.
Tarporley. who kept open house and
possessed no available husband. He
said to himself that the whole them;
was different; that, really and truly,
Mary was the only woman in the
world. "One has to be ordinarily civil,
don't y' see." And so, to the surprise
of his best pal, he still continued to
play the game, more or less according
to rules.
Then came a day when the regiment
was ordered to India. Harry spent his
leave at home. For the first few days
the general petting he received was
very pleasing. Then the croquet bored
him, and playing bridge for love didn't
amuse. It was all so quiet, so slow
so off-the-map. There were many
things he was missing, the opera, with
—boa that doesn't matter; a tiew play;
a polo match at Hurlingham. Of
enures, Mary was the most beautiful
girl in the world and all that; but why
didn't somebody tell her not to wear
dresses cut in that way? They weren't
worn. And her hair--nobody did hair
In that outre manner. Everything irri-
tated him.
"1 dunno," he kept saying, in an
ashamed way, in the watches of the
night; "1 dunno, I'm sure. Dear old
dad used to seem such a grand chap at
one time—such a distinguished man,
built big and all that. Now he strikes
one as a rather common-place lesser.
15-ns
I mean—Ott, dash it all, how rotten
eve lug is! And then, take the me-
yes at a feeble--4)InowelP, I sup-
set of condition. It's liver,
or .1 rise. I Wonder y the
devil heard from Edi for
11 two wh
o aye! . . . Poor ttle
Mary, she is a dear! Just the same as
she always 1.-as. Full of poetry and
heroism, and a sort of deadly cheeetul
earnestness. I wish to goodness her far' I
ther would teke her down to London,
and let her see how other people do
things. Wth any luck she might meet
another man. She—Oh, dash every-
thing! I'm certain I ain't fit."
On the last day of his leave Mary
took the man who would never betray
to the place aere they had first kissed
—not in the brother and sister manner,
The poor child was on the verse oi
a breakdown. Only a very strong will.
effort kept away a great burst of weeps
ing. Harry was touched and ashamed
and full of self pity. They stood at
lenUy for a millet. or two looking late
the deep, swift stream, spanned by a
rustic bridge declared to be unsafe
The world was tuil of music.
"Good-by," whispered Mary.
"Good-by," said Harry, taking her is
his arms. "You will—write often? .
. . What?"
"By every mail. And you?"
"Of course."
A tremendous wave of sympathy
came over him. •_4 —1 he kissed her with
something of ;1. old boyish fire.
Instantly ake flung her arms ermine,
his neck and told him, incoherently,
with tears and laughter, what he wee I
to her, what he had always been, whaf
he would always he. "I am one oh
those queer people," she rigid, "who,
having made an idol, could never see
it shattered and live. If you forgot
me, Harry—forgive me, darllng, for
suggesting such an absolutely absurd
thing—I should throw myself into this
river and drown."
"I don't believe you," said Harry,
trying to speak lightly.
"As God is in Heaven," said Mary
Not strangely—there is nothine
s' singe in this world, as we all know—
Lye took Edith* Tarporley to India
too. And until his leave came round
again—a matter of some dozens oi
montbs---she and Harry waved mid,
the rules of the game.
Remembering the horrible solemnity
and determination in Mary's voice as
they stood by the river, Harry, hero,
continue to write by almost every
mail to the girl he was to marry, hop-
ing always, in a feeble kind of way,
that another man would come along
with whom she would fall in love,
knowing that she would never in her
life love anyone except himself.
It cannot be said that Harry was
happy. Mary was. Wasn't she to mar-
ry the man who would never betray?
'Iswo days before he left India he
snore to be true to Edittue and she
hung round his neck much as Mary had
done, telling hint that she was not
afraid. He would wait Ull she was
free, she knew. I think 1 said that
his nose was straight, that his moos-
tech was tine, and that he stood sta
foot one in his socks.
A wire was handed to him on board.
It ran in this way: "Henry tout passed
away. Cable just arrived. I am
broken-hearted. Come back soon to
Editha." And the words danced in his
brain all the way home to the little
village outside Gloucester.
His father found In him a man he
didn't know. A little startled, but not
without pleasure, pride and excitement,
he began at once to cultivate his son's
acquaintance. The major knew the
climate of India, and put the change
dowa to that. Mary welcomed him
quietly and the Canon and her father
noticed for the first time that she, too,
had changed. Here was a woman who
had been a child.
There was much laughter with tea.
The two oldish men vied with each
other in saying slightly eynical things,
with an sir about them of knowing a
man of the world when they saw him.
Mary only looked her remarks.
PresenUy they found themselves,
Mary and Harry, going instinctively
to the river.
For some time, while the 'sun see
they talked commonplaces, but with
as obvious strain. Then suddenly, se
though she could stand it no longer,
Mary got up and ran to the middle 01
the bridge. Its rotten planks creaked
horribly.
"Mary," cried Harry. "come back!"
He made a plunge at the bridge to
take her into safety.
"If you come on the bridge, too, It
will break and I shall fall in."
"Why 'stand there?" he cried fran-
tically.
Msry spoke very quietly, as though
saying something she had carefully re-
hearsed.
"A week before you came home I re-
ceived a letter from an old school-fel-
low who is in India. She is married to
a man in your regiment and knows
YOU."
"Oh!" said Harry. "Be quick. It's
cracking!"
"She's a woman I have never known
to tell an untruth. She warns me
against 'you, and tells me that you
and a Mrs. Tarporley—am I to believe
that? You know why I am standing
here. I told you what I should do
Have you and Mrs. Tarporley—"
For an instant Dinton hesitated. 11
he said yes, there would be no obstacle
in his way to prevent marriage with
Editha. if he said no, he would be
obliged to marry a woman he no longer
loved, no longer cared about.
"No," he cried. "It's a lie."
"On your honor?"
"On my honor as a gentleman."
With a great cry, Mary made a run,
and,. as the worm-eaten plank gave
wear, scrambled up the hank and flung
herself into the arms of the man who
would never betray.
Royal Biker.
The sultan of Turkey owns more
than 200 bleyales, some with gold and
811VP untings. it is said that he
could eaei a good salary as trick rider.
He also line a weakness for motor cars
and grand planes. . -
FRENCHMAN'S LOVE-LETTER
Example of the Ardent Eplatlea
Written by the Sighing
Swain.
Frenchmen are generally held to be
—I cannot say perfect lovers, as Mr,
Sutro understands them—but skillful
lovers, writes M. Tessier, in the Lon-
don Daily Mail.
Now, everybody knows that letters
play a great part in lovemaking, and
that more than one woman has been
captivated by the poetic and romantic
writing of the man she loved.
An amorous Frenchman, writing to
Suzanne, for instance, will begin his
letter with "Ma petite Suzanne cherie,"
or "Ma mignonne adoree," "Mon petit
chat" (cat here has not the same sense
as the English "cat"), or "My sugary
Suzanne." Rat, mule*. 4,chlzken).
canard (duck), but never "goose," are
the pet names usually employed.
At the end of his letter, in which he
has sworn to love her and to faithful
to her forever, or has threatened to
commit suicide by drinking a mortal
mixture of peppermint and water, the
amorous Frenchman will "embrace"
Suzanne "with all the strength of
his soul," or "devour her with kisses,"
or send her "a thousand caresses from
her wicked X—," and poor Suzanne
will immediately answer and yield, be-
cause she will be afraid of being the
cause of a suicide, and. above all, be-
cauee she finds that after all he is
a nice fellow.
Ah, if we were allowed to have a
look into the letters addressed "poste
restante" in Paris, we should be edi-
fied, as without exaggeration six Out
of ten letters sent to all the post of-
fices in the gay city are love mes-
sages.
It is extraordinary how many kisses
the postmen carry! It is a kind of
mociern torture of Tantalus for them.
In, France, where breach-of-promise
cases are almost unknown, people
have not the same opportunities of
amusing themselves over love 11218-
sty.3 read in' court and printed in
the newspapers, as often happens here
Bat a compensation may be found in
the "Petite Correspondence" of cer-
tala French journals.
The lines printed there are some-
times extraordinary, and it is easy to
divine what exciting love adventures
or passionate dramas lurk behind
these public love communications.
This example will prove that I do
not exaggerate. The following lines
appeared in a Parisian paper, and I
translate them literally:
"I suffer too touch. I adore you, and
I cannot think you love another man.
Your letter gave me confidence in our
future happiness. I am mad! I shall
love you forever! If you are happy,
forget me; but I shall always be yours
if you are in trouble. Despairing kiss
from your slave, X."
HONOR OF THE CHOCTAWS
Whole Nation Is Shocked by a Breach
of Faith on the Part
of One.
The Choctaw Indians term them-
elves a nation rather than tribe, and
Just now the nation feels deeply dis-
tressed by the fact that one of its
members has broken faith., He had
inside a promise and failed to keep it
Because of this the nation deems itself
dishonored.
The Choctaws are red men. In the
lofty character of their code and the
rigid adherence to Its unwritten provi-
sions they rise above any body of
white men in the world. The Choctaw
gives his sPoken pledge and no bond
is asked. If charged with crime cn
under conviction, he goes his way until
the appointee time, and than he comes
unsought and unattended to face trial
or death. That such should be his con-
duct is accepted by his fellows as mere
matter of course.
A few years ago Wails Tenake, a
full-blood Choctaw, by profession a ball
player, was found guilty of murder and
sentenced to be shot. Between the day
or sentence and the day of esecution
Intervened the baseball season. The
doomed prisoner was turned loose
without any formality of ball, instruct-
ed when to return and be executed.
He played ball as if no unusual con-
dition existed and upon the arrival of
the fatal day was on hand and faced
the rifles without flinching. The inci-
dent was considered remarkable by all
but the Choctaws themselves. Ac-
cording to their lights no other out-
come was possible.
The Choctaw whose faithlessness has
hurt the pride of his people is charged
with homicide and he had been re-
leased on his own recognizance. There
.as no doubt that he would return for
trial, but he failed to return and later
was captured and brought back. He
can expect little sympathy from the
Indians, for he has shattered a tradi-
tion dear to them.
Is it possible that the Choctaw is
becoming too civilized? If he Is to be
regarded in the future as no more hon-
est than the paleface, the change mutit
be deplored. When a white man Is
charged with serious offense he moat
remain in prison or give substantial
hell. For him to give this and then
vanish, not to show himself again, is
no uncoinmon procedure. To trust a
white murderer at largo on the the-
ory that he would voluntarily walk (r
execution wou... be a piece of folly
The Indian. stoical, untaught in
academic school of conduct, leckire
the adramtage of generations traine,i
in morals, yet can give a lesson tc
those who should be his superiors.
y
Bad Newe.
First Hobo--Tre's a nice go!
Second Holio—Wota; up now?
"This year's champagne vintage Is a
glinilre."!riiVarX "
CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.
Australis Is-to Follett Use Exarliplee
of the ILited States and
Russia.
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing a leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shall be free from
the influences of either of the great
sections. It will build the capital lit.
erally from the ground up and has
selected a site not far from the pretty
village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgety might have slumbered in pas-
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity oh
Australia to have a capital in s. place
which nature had designed for a vit.
lags. It is 30 miles from the nearest
railroad station and even when that
distance is spanned by the iron way
still further connections must be buill
to link it with the main Victorian $ys-
tern. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
estimates that cost of the railroad oon-
streetioa entailed will be SLOW*
and that water supply, public build-
ings and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to $28,000,000. After the
city is built it will be a purely arti-
ficial capital, Just as Washington is,
but it will have a very much smaller
population, the assumption being that
It will not exceed 60,000.
An artificial capital, one created by
fiat as a result of a compromise be-
tween rival sections or decreed by as-
sumed political necessity is an experi-
ment under the best circumstances and
usually falls short of being a metrop-
olis. Washington and St. Petersbura
are examples. Washington is simply
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed the
expectations of its founders that it
would become an emporium, a busy
mart, a port, a city that should be an
illustration in itself of all the activi-
ties ot a great and busy country.
Beauty it has, but business it has not.
In population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of as
In our second or possibly our third
class.
St. Petersburg, on the other hand,
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1.313,300 inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1,092260 by the lat-
est census. St. Petersburg Is really a
great port, commanding a heavy sea-
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
hold on the affections and traditions
of Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart.
Napoleon was right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
enjoyed when they created their arti-
ficial capitals Its area is fixed and
determined. The capital will always
bear the same geographical relation to
every Australian region that It will
have in the beginning. In this coun-
try the capital is conveniently situated
to only a very small section. The
United States have expanded into re-
gions that the founders of Washington
thought would be wildernesses for
many generations to come. Similarly
Russia has grown so far and so fast
that St. Petersburg is in a corner very
remote to provinces that are populous
and progressive, in regions that were
not even Russian when Peter the Great
began to drive the piles for the foun-
dations of his capital.
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Trade That Once Went to
New York Jehus Now
Goes to Cars.
"You'd never guess the difference the
subway has made in our business." said
the oldtime night cab driver, according
to the New York Sun. "1 should say that
night fares from the theater district and
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
since last December.
"It used to be that a man in evenine
clothes, especially if accompanied by 3
woman wearing garments (*airily soiled,
would hesitate before crowding into a
surface car. Astor walking from Broad-
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost out of the question, The re-
sult was that the great majority of thea-
ter and opera patrons who could raise
the price went home in carriages.
"Now it's different. After the theater
the crowds walk to the restaurants for
lunch. then they drift along to the sub-
way entrance at Ferty-second etrcet and
Broadway or % the Grand Central,
"Men and women elm would scorn
the elevate(' or surface car," when in
evening dress do not balk at the subway.
They find the stations and care generally
clean and roomy, and v.- hen they fret up-
town where there is no one to see them
they do not mind 7.-alking a few blocks
to save a cab fare.
"Our greatest loss is in Brooklyn pa-
trons. It used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd get a bunch of Brooklyn
people down as far as the-Bridge at leas;
Then the Brooklyn people had to take
a crosstown car or walk half way across
the town at one end or the other to get
an elevated train.
"Now the subway takes them right to
the Bridge entrance. Why, now one can
go from Forty-second street deer to the
outskirts of Brooklyn without going
from under shelter If the weather is had.
"It's going to be still worse for us
when they get the subway running un-
der the river."
Hospitable.'
Policeman (to trarrip)—I want your
name and address.
Tramp (sereastleally)—Oh, yer do. do
yer? Well, me name is John Smith, an'
me address is Number One, the open air.
If yet call on me don't trouble ter knock,
but just walk ln.78cotstitaa•
BUSINESS DEAL
Abram L. Well & C. Buy Out Mr.
Adibrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this city for the
,past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
;should publicly acknowledge my in-
debtedness and appreciation of the
:many favors and courtesies extended
flue, and I take this means of express-
ling my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHB ROOK.
We desire to inform all of having
brought the business of Mr. Ashbrook
and hope for a continuance of the
liberal patronage accorded him,
guaranteeing all satisfaction and ap-
preciation.
ARAM L WEIL & CO.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
Young Women Abroad As
Its Guests.
teen
The Courier-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, (he Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad' nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Soutlwrn
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the' party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky 'Home." August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal hai
divided Louisville and Kentucasy and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman front earl; district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Yournal are to select the
guests tor ehe paper, by ballot. It is
estimated thas the trip alone will
cost the 'Courier-Journal about $i5,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary exprtses. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
\Mrite the Courier-Journal. Louisville,
Ky., for a list of candidates and full
detail's of the tour.
The posioffice at Anchorage was
robbed of about4,4900 early Sunday
morning. the sae being blown open
wits giant powder. The burglars.
escaped by stealing a horse and
buggy and, corning to Louisville
The interstate commerce commis-
%ion will meet in Lotsiwille Thuraduy
to hear complaints against all the
railroads in the state. 
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep •
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL 754.
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD;
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store Come is
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one.
records.
Big selection of
Warren & Warren
Jewelers
403 Broadway
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-band
i6-to7es etrIcl
FIZArt12itUrte.
Buy anything and sell everything
518-220 Court strett, Old phone 1314
Clem- Fransioli,
Moving wagon in connection.
FINE TR.AINS
TO
Florida
via
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
.I.O.•••••!
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Ilullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
se-rves all nveals cu route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. 1122•, carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
diange via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car. etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Wulier Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, arr
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land ot
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky." "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hurtgerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1111uois Central R. R. ,*
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet
-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
road for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg.
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gull
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship railings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana. Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central throsigb service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, ninekew knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:00 p. rn. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
sad Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tue.
day from Cincinnati and Louisvill•
via Omaha'-and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from ,Ohicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either Of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A.. Cincinnati. ,
F. W. Horlow, D. P., A., Louis-
ville.
ohn A: Stott; A. G. P. A Meru
pais.
".A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.
S. G. HATCH, Gi P. A.,
- 
Chicago.' t
•
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She Couldn't Understand.
He was describing the game.
"I thought I had a clear field," he
said, "when suddenly he tacked me." I
"What do you mean by that?" she
asked.
"Why, in this case' he caught me
around the waist with both arms and
I couldn't make him let go."
"But why," she inquired, with a
sigh, "wily under those circumstances,
did you want to make him let go?''
frhen she added, after a pawls: "You
men are queer creatures."—Judge.
Their Little Sethezne.
Orville Tuffun—How did youse guys
manage ter raise all dat disturbance
widout gIttla' pinched?
hfuggay—Dat was • cinch. W'enever
we seen a cop eomin' de gang would
give a college yell. Den de cop would
Vink we was students, an' go away.—
Cleveland Leader.
Put Them All to Sleep.
First Comedian—Did you score a lilt
with your new specialty?
Second Comedian—Did I? Why, the
audience gazed with open-mouthed
wonder before I was half through.
First Comedlan—Woaderful! It is
seldom that an entire Itadlenee yawns
at Game, -gtriof
°IA Heavy' Bombardment
"Was your wife angry when you got
home so late last night?"
"Angry? Why, my boy, the dear
woman pelted me with flowers!"
"But how did you get that black eye?"
"Well, you see, she negldoted to talus
the flowers out of the pots before she
threw them."—Cleveland Leader.
The Value of Speech.
"Why don't you cultivate the art of
oratory?"
"My friend,' answered Senator Sor-
ghum, "oratory soothes the gallery to
slumber and reads well in the newsps
pers, but the kind of talk that counts
Is that which you pour into a maO".$
ear with your hand grasping his &vat
lapel."—Washington Star.
Wanted Something Zany.
Business Man—What do you want?
Applicant—I came to inquire if you
were in want of an assistant.
Business Man—Very sorry. I do all
the work myself.
Applicant—Ah! That would Just suit
tne —Tit Bits.
Hitting Back.
Housemaid—I'm goin' to leave you,
mum. I'm golu' to work for Mrs. Monk.
an' would you give me a good reference,
mum?
Mistress—To work for Mrs. Monk?
Certainly, I'll give you a glowing refer-
ence. I bate that woman.—Cassell's.
Temporarily Silenced.
"Why did you insist on sending that
young man to congress?" .
"Got tired of his speech-inakin'," an
swered Farmer Corntoasel. "We thought
we'd put him where the speaker would
keep him quiet for a few years."—Wash
Wigton Star.
Good Time for Will.
Patience—Will proposed last night.
Patrice—I expected as much.
"Why so?"
"There was a bargain sale in engage-
ment rings advertised yesterday."—
Yonkers Stateroom
It Depends.
"Do you think a man nen afford to
marry on $1,000 a year?" -
"Well, of course, a good deal must
depend on the girl's ability to support
him in the style to which he has beet
accuptomed."—Chiesgo Record-Herald
Ambition.
Now. this is my ambition:
I'll say It, frank and blunt—
A nice long row of figures
With a dollar mark in front.
—Washington Star
A SIMPLE SOLUTION.
"How fresh the air is here in the
country! In the city it's'intolerable!"
"Yes, sir; I've often wondered why
they don't build the big cities out in
the country, where there's better air
and more room!"—Lristige Biaetter
Her First Attempt.
"A good woman can make a ver-
itable angel of a man."
"My wife came near making one of
me with her first batch of biscuits."—
Houston Post.
Which?
She—Here's a Joke about a woman
dying to sharpen a lead pencil. I
can't see any point to it!
He—Nobody can. That's what the
Joke says.—Yonkers Statesman.
At Tuxedo.
Little Boston Girl—Are you a cot.
tarter,
Little Harlem Soy—No; I'm a fiat-
'Angels Don't Wear 'Rm.
' "Yon called me angel once."
"Yes; but that seas before I sett
any bills for your bonnets Or Dar*
so/a."—Houstos Poet „„_ , . _ •
The Groom's Smack.
"Ola, jes George (demos etnneS
home at the lunch hour," Said the
young bride to some of .her girl
friends.
"Doesn't have time to eat much, I
suppose?" said one of the girls.
"Oh, no, he only takes a smack and
runs," said the innoceat bride.
And then they all laughed.—Yonk-
ers Statesman.
Her View of Him.
Nupop—Tom Browne is a fine, manly
young fellow, isn't he?
Mrs Nupop—I certainly crus't agree
with you. When he first saw our dear
little baby he was Just as cold and in-
different as—
Nupop—Of course. If he were wom-
anly he would have gushed—Philadel-
phia Press.
Kr. Night Owl.
That he's given to sin
There cash be a doubt,
For he never turns in
'1111 It's time to turn out.
—Tewn Topics.
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY.
ihe Artist—Father. I have just sold
that painting for $3,000.
The Fatner—Fine! Now you'll be
able to quit painting and go into some
kind of buteness.—Philadelphia Bulle-
tin.
No Doubt of That.
Towne--But, do you really believe
the average woman's reading of the
daily papers is productive of any
profit 7
Browne—Certainly, to the mer-
chants who advertise bargain sales.—
Philadelphia Press.
Off with the Old.
"Will you marry me?"
"This is so sudden. You must give
me time."
To consider?"
"No. To break off my other ea-
gagements."—Cleveland Leader.
Extinct.
"People no longer use the term
'your obedient servant,' remarked Mr.
Oichityle.
"No," responded Mr Housekeep;
'there's no such thing these days."—
Chicago Sun.
Proof Positive.
"I am sure now that George loves
me."
"How did you find out"
He watched me sharpen a pencil
and didn't laugh once."—Cleveland
Leader.
Finer French.
The American Tourist—I suppose I
speak broken French. eh, Henri?
The Waiter—Not eggsactly, M'sleur.
You haf a word deescribes it bettaire—
let me see— ah, yes—it is pulverized.—
Puck.
Bound to Get There.
Casey—Well, good luck to ye in yer
new job. 'Tis nervy of ye to try it, but
suppose ye don't achieve success?
Cassidy—Faii, If I don't I'll hot to
succeed wtdout ft.—Philadelphia Press
Usually.
"What Is the difference between rep-
artee and insult?"
"If the other fellow is smaller than
you are. It is repartee; if he is larger
It is insult."—Houston Post.
An Expensive Speech.
He—Your new hat is charming. but I
fancy it doesn't go well with that dreier.
She (encllanted)--Oh, you dear old
hubby, so you really mean to buy me a
dress as went—Tit-Bits.
Complete.
"What are your qualifications for
an office ineyr
"Well, sir, I can do anything from
filling inkstands to attending direo-
tors' meetings.'*—Life.
Not Dangerous.
Yeast—Here are some verses my 12-
year-old boy wrote.
Crimoonbeak--Oh, I wouldn't worry
over that. He'll very likely outgrow
IV—Yonkers Statesman.
A Relief.
Stewdeue—I hear that you had •
rough voyage coming over.
Miss Hini—Oh, frightfully so! It
was such • relief to set foot ones more
on vice versa!—Judge.
During the Spanking.
The Parent—Tommy, this hurts as
more than it does you.
The Child—No It don't, neither!
You've got • glove on, durn It sill—
Cleveland Leader.
So Different.
She--Can you understand the parrot
next door to as?
Her--Oh, yes; it sever talks with its
mouth filled with hairptss—Ysaksre
Statesman. ,
- So Consistent.
Mr.s; lidubtibbs-1 was cleaning our
silver on Sunday when Mrs. Straltlace
called on her way home from church.
Fortunately, though, she didn't find
it ont.
Mrs. Naybor—She's very strict about
the Sabbath, isn't she?
Mrs. Sububbs—Yes. She apologized
for calling upon me on that day, but
she thought she just ought to tell me
that scandalous story about Mrs. Old-
day—Philadelphia Press.
From the French.
Dramatist—It's the first perform-
ance of my play to-night; I feet so
Jolly nervous.
Dramatic Adapter—Do you? I never
feel nervous about mine.
Dramatist—Ah, but you have an ad-
vantage over me.
Dramatic Adapter—What's that?
Dramatride---"rhy, all your plays
have been pia, before.
Pleasantries.
He (six weeks after the honey-
moon)—I suppose you think you were
a fool when you stood up and married
me?
She—Well, I was the next thing to a
tool!
He—That's true, or I wouldn't have
been there—Yonkers Statesman.
Just Half Way.
"You will understand," said the edi-
tor of the new semihumorous publica-
tion, "that we don't wish our writers
to be either teo funny or too serious.
We just wish • happy medium."
"I understand," chuckled the buf-
foon scribe; "you want them to be halt
witty,"—Chicago Daily News.
Her Aim.
"We can get you the divorce quickly
and without notoriety."
"But I don't want it that way; I
want to have to put up a tight for it
andrget it after a protracted scuffle
thrchigh the newspapers."
"Oh, you'relgolug on the stage, eh!"
—Houston Post.
His Fatal Error.
"You say Rev. Mr. Newman was a
failure at your church?"
. "Yes; he made the mistake of at-
tempting to bring the congregation
into harmony with his ideas, instead
of bringing his ideas into harmony
with the congregation."—Philadelphia
Press.
A Difference.
"She is exceedingly well read," said
the admiring young woman.
"Indeed?" rejoined Miss Cayenne.
"Yes. She reads all the new books
as fast as they are published."
"That means she is abundantly read,
but not well read."—Washington Star.
?lust Be Humiliating.
Bessie—It's quite a come down for
him.
Tessie—What do you mean?
Bessie—When he is at home he be-
longs to the upper ten, but here at cob
lege he Is on the second eleven.—Town
Topics.
Odd, Indeed.
"He's an odd fish."
"Ts, eh?"
"He is, for a fact. I don't suppose
that fellow ever bought a share of
worthless mining stock in his life."—
Chicago Journal.
Could Stand Pat.
"I can't understand why they called
Henry VIII. 'Bluff King Hal.' "
"Well, why not?"
"A man with six queens doesn't
need to bluff."--Cleveland Leader.
The Line.
Mary had a little waist
Where waists were meant to grow.
And everywhere the fashions went
ner waist was sure to go.
—N. Y. Son.
• PRECAUTION.
Ji8son—I Just Joined the Dona
Worry club
Higrion—Why?
JIgeon—Ooing to be married next
week.—Chicago Sun.
Room for Doubt
'"How do you know she makes splen
did biscuits?"
"She boasts of 'em."
"Yes; but her husband doesn't.—
Houston Post
Educated.
"You say her daughters are highly
educated?"
"They have been taught to say 'ibis
Is so sudden' in every modern lan-
guage."-4edge.
He Had.
"Did you ever do anything philan-
thropic?"
"Sure. I done the ol' geezer dat rune
de aid society outen de price of an
overcoat."
Its Had.
Knioker—Have you ever ben at the
telephone In a storm?
Docker—Um—yes. My wife occa-
sionally calls me u10.—Judge.
Turhed, About.
Redd—.How your. triend ShiPton has
changed! He used to be so com-
municative, you know.
Greene—Isn't he yet?
"No; why he draws himself right
into his shell, now, when you're trying
to question him."
"He's turned turtle, has he?"—
Yonkers Statesman.
Yes, So It Will.
"John, you said before we were *5X'
nod that you'd give up anything for
me."
"Yes-s, 1 blieve I did."
"Then give me some money for a
bonnet."
"But • bonnet is not you."
"No; but it will become me."—Hons-
ton Post.
Hakes Things Rise.
"A sleeping powder makes you go ti
sleep, '
Said Jones, "but Is there any 'waking pow-
der?"'
"Oh, yes," said Jars. Jones. "If yea would
rise.
There's nothing does the thing like bak-
ing powder."
—Cleveland Leader.
PERHAPS NOT.
iillggs—No, Mint Grace, I assure you
I have neve.' indulged in flirtation.
Miss Grace—Oh, perhaps you never
received any encouragement.
Stronger.
Teache/—Johnny, for what is Switz-
erland famous?
Scholar—Why--m'm—Swiss cheese.
Teacher—Oh, something grander,
more impressive, more tremendous.
Scholar — Limburger? — Cleveland
Leader.
Not His Custom,
The Old Timer was handing out ad-
vice.
"Never marry a widow," said he.
"I never do," said the cheerful chap
from St. Louis. "That is, seldom or
never."—Chicago Sun.
Incorrigible.
Mater—And what did that dreadful
troy say when you threatened to cut
Mtn off with a shilling?
Pater—Oh, the young blackguard
asked me if I couldn't make it 18 pence,
-ash down!
Necessity.
Nodd—Why did you have your tele
phone changed from a direct wire to a
party line?
Tom—My wife complained she
couldn't hear a thing the neighbors
said. —Life.
A Head-Of! Collision.
Mike—So Cassidy was killed In a
railroad 'wreck—woo it a head-on col-
lision?
Pat—No, begobs—his head was off
when they found him, Oi belavel—
Life.
No Help for It.•
The Clergyman- -Do you mean to
say that your wife goes to church
every Sunday without you?
"Well. It isn't my fault. I can't per-
suade her to stay at home."—Life.
Went Fast.
Custogaer—Look here, this bicycle I
bought here only three weeks ago has
all gone'to pieces.
Dealer—Yes, sir. You. remember I
warranted it to go fast.—Tit-Bits.
What's in a Name?
Flugenie--You must join our Social
History club.
Anne—Why, what do you do?
Sugenie—Play bridge for lovely
prizes —Town Topics,
Difference in Time and Place.
• Chicagoan—You remember that last
quickstep you composed?
Philadelphia Composer—Perfectly.
"They're using it in Chicago for at
funeral march."—Life.
Purely a Question of Advertising.
Ferdy Stagedoor—W-will you —aw—
marry me, Miss Footlights?
Dolly Footlights—Oh, this is no slid.
den; but you may speak to my advance
agent.—Town Topics.
Army Talk.
Have you heard how Capt. ilnks
ilsgraced himself"
"No. What'd be do?"
"Went and married a civilian, that's
what."—Chicago Sun.
Scattered Some.
"Was he calm and collected when
the boiler explosion occurred?"
"Well, he was calm, all right, but
they never did get hire collected."—
Cleveland Leader.
-----
Absolute.
"Who ix 'The Autocrat of the Break-
fast Table?"'
"Our hiloal girl."—Cleveland blade.
A Cipher.
,"Is Vanderpuil one of the oor
"Yes; one of its two, ciphers."—
Town Topics.
The Silent One Heard From.
"And you say you did not give this
interview which appear' in to-day's
paper to my reporter?" asked the
newspaper man.
"That Is precisely what rsay," Tee
plied the indignant caller.
"Why, my reporter said he called at
your utiles and talked for four hours
with somehrely."
"Oh, that was my silent partner."—
Yonkers Statesman.
So Do We All.
"There are some disadvantages in
being a millionaire."
"For instance?"
"Well, millionaires Ere continually
getting letters threatening them with
all sorts of awful fates unless they
immediately pay the writers large
sums of money."
"That's nothing. I get just such
letters every month."—Cleveland
Leader.
He Didn't Start It,
The Beak—Defendant asserts that
you provoked the airsault by throwing
a doubt upon his veracity.
The Proirecutor—Tain't true, sir, it
was'imwet done the throwing. "You're
a bloomin' was all I sez, sir, and
with that he ups with a big lump o'
brick and chucks it slap at my 'cad.
Expected of Him.
"Mr. Henpeck laughs uproarously at
his wife's Jokes, and I can't for the
life of me see any point to them. "
"Why, I can see why he laughs every
time."
"You can?"
"Yes; he laughs because he is Mrs.
Henpeck's husband."—Houston Pest.
A Good Excuse,
Sweet Little Innocent—Do you think
It wrong for a woman to wear feath-
ers?
Spooner—That depends.
Sweet Little Innocent—What on?
Spooner—On the woman. Now you,
for instance, are a little duck; so you
of course can near them.
Consolation.
"I fear I shall not be able to attract
much attention," said the new con-
gressman.
"Don't worry," answered Senator
Serghurn, "in this era of accusations
and investigatious it 13 sometimes a
luxury not to be noticed."—Washing-
ton Star.
Also a Reformer.
"Derre eendin' a lot o' grafters to
jail." remarke4 Meandering Mike.
"I'm glad of it." answered Plodding
Pete. "If dis high-class patronaga
keeps comin' In maybe de wardens will
wake up an Improve de accommoda-
tions.'—Washington Star.
Of Course.
"Which is the most theatrical
state?" inquired the idiotic citizen.
"Give it up."
"Texas."
"Why so?"
"Ain't it the lens star?"—Chicago
Sun.
One Explanation.
"Did you ever notice that you eel,
dom find a woman who stutters when
she talker
"That's so. I wonder why?"
"I suppose they haven't got time."
—Cleveland Leader.
Looking for Trouble.
She—Where will we stop for dinner,
dear, if we go out in the automobilei
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at rez,idenc. Office hours
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J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
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Hort hFifth, Both Phone 333.
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Abstracting of Titles
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Room 114 Fraternity Building.
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Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone z7o.
He—Oh, we had better take our din, 
_ _
ner &ler and we'll eat wherever we
happen L., l,top.—Yonitnrs Statesman.
Corrected.
Gebhart—I suppose he is breathless
ly awaiting the possible outcome et
that will-contest?
Carrione—More likely breathless1)
awaiting the possible Income.—Judger.
His Last Words.
A girl In an aetomobile
Ran down. an old man with a 'guile;
When the) picked up the pieces
said: "Excuse [nieces,
You don't know t,.w funny I Me"
—Houston Post.
117 POSITION TO BE OVERLOGRED
"That's rather
got, isn't it? Have
it!"
"Yes; but I generally manage
overlook it"
a long nose
you never
you've
noticed
to
Deft. Eggs.
Yeast—Did you ever try to dye
eggs?
Crimsonbeak—No. I never did; but
I've tried 'em after they were dead.—
Yonkers Statesman.
An Evidence of Disregard.
"He seems to be very fond of mus-
ic," said an auditor.
"He isn't," answered Miss Cayenne,
"or he wouldn't try to sing."—Wash
Ington Star.
He Knew.
Teacher—How many eggs are there
In a dozen?
Grocer's Boy—Five good ones, five
fair ones end two bad ones.—Cleveland
Loader:-
Chronic with Him.
Attorney for the Defense
--Have you
eater been cross-examined before?
The Witness--Have I? I'm a mar
deg
- 7
DR ROM'. J. RIVERS
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_ - Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to to a. in., ito 3
p. in. and 7 to 9 p.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Peek-
et company—the cheapest and beet
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip tolennessee river
and retvrn.
It is a trip of pleasure,, comfori
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats 'e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. in,
For other information apply to Jas.
Roger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
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GUARANTil,
Is attached to every
Prescription which
leaves our store, that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordance with the
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is
filled in every in-
stance by a
RegisteredDruggist
WITH A LIFE
TIME EXPERI-
ENCE.
ASer THE_ DOCTOR
NVPHERSONS
DRUZ STORE
--e-esse-eser
Wednesday Morning, Jan. 31,
LOCAL NEWS
'lately to 'that city.
Yesterday there left for Evansville
the etearnier,Johte S. .41-4opkins, which
comes back ti.morrow morning.
Today the iiuttorff comes in from
Clarksville ar.J immediately gets out
for Nashville.
The Deters Lee gets to Miemphis
today and leasies there tomorrow on
her return thi,- way for 'Cincineati.
The Stacker tee wild get to Cin-
cinnati Friday and leave there ims
meeliateVy on lier return this way.
It developed. yesterday that the
1
towboat J. F. Ihrekhans was not
bought by Ca: t. Ham .for himself,
but that the :...easner was purchased
for the Oliver '..;tuart company, which
has the big coetract to build' the gov-
ernment lock .and <Man at Chatta-
nooga, Tenn. Mr. Stuart is -hene now,
while Mr. Hatm has been lids several
clays. They got the boat' from
'Captain Hernticn, of Caseyville, and
as soon as there arrives here from
New Orleans. the fleet of their barges,
they go on 'wit t- the Medium to1lbhattanoogia.
—The Knights of Pythias here are
preparing to inaugurate a campaign
for too new members who will he ut-
itiated at the same time and viten
the, class goes through a deliga.s
Lonelville •bretteren coni.
down to attend. The club room
committee for the local lodge 'has
not yet reported as to whether the
rooms shall be opened or not.
—Tororrow the Southern Illinois
„ Lumbcr Dealase Association has a
big meeting at Cairo, and a nunilass-
eo dual from here to attend.
--Engineer Walter SIvosard, of the
I. C. 4iit of this city, has been pro-
moted to general foreman- of the
road's ,shops at I:idton, where he has
gs.ne to take the position. He has
-inginee' ring on the road for
•0'1 eighteen yeate.
—Yesterday en ceder received friom
Chicago directed that tomorrow
twenty new men bc put on in the
ear repairing department for the les-
, cal shops. '• This s. to cart for the
increasing business of :at depart-
ment.
—The gravtl pits up at Gravel'
Switch have been reopened by the
paid 'officials after being closed for -
forty days on acount of the weather.
—Yesterday was fair and rather
, pleasant, but last night was cooler,
with some uncertain indications. The
prediction for today is for clear and
ealm weather with a .slightly lower
temperature than yesterday.
Up to Second For.
The walls far the Files' building on
North Fifth, are up to the second
story, while the joists for that floor
are 'being laid now by the, carpenters.
it will be the bast of next month be-
fore things are ready for the roof to
tei upon the handisome structure.
THE RIVERS
Stages Yesterday.
eau's- 35.3, falling.
Chet tanoogassi0.2, falling
Evaippptitle-264, rising.
Flor$SIEZ..s-- tot laHing.
Johnonv,Anding.
Louisivi1le—io.5, falling.
t. Carkietesitaft
Pittaburtril. *Art.
Davis stand Dien-7.7,
St. Louie-134, riving.
,Mt. Vernon
-26.2, falling.
kagrafieseEilier*Ming•
This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
gets away for the Tennessee river the
Meager Cln enic. • She reiaine up that
stream until next Mkinday night.
The eteamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night and hays until 5 o'ckyele Satin-
•day• afternoon before getting out on
her return that way.
The et earner Dick Foislier skips out
for Cairo this' morning at § o'clock
and cores back tonight about it
o'clock.
The Joe rovvret comes in today
SOULE'S BAL
FOR THE SKIN
WIFE ARRESTED
SAM BRYANT HAS WIFE AR-
RESTED FOR ALLEGED
ADULTERY.
The Columbia Company Had Skiff
Stolen From Its Docks—Decker.
Cave Bond Yesterday.
Bryant,' white, was arrested
t evening on the charge of,aditil-
te:ys, andl gave bond for her appear-
ance before Judge Sandre,i,-s in the
police court -this morning. The war-
'ant was gotten out by her husband,
Samuel Bryant, who travels for a
coal company, he claiming .she has
been guilty of this charge with
Thomas Waynich, who formerly-kept
as saloon at Fifth and Norton streets.
Officers Clark and Brennan arrested
the woman at her home on- Ohio be-
tween Third and' Fourth streets.
Mayfield Charges Continued.
Yesterday at Mayfield there was
continued until the 19th of next
month, the many cases charging the
George H. Goodman whiskey house.
and fake Biederman of here, with
selling liquor to peep's: of Mayfield,
which is a temperance fawn.
Skiff Stolen.
The Columibia eltamrfacturing com-
pany of ,Mlechanicsburg, yesterday
morning reported) to the police that
during the night before some one
stole a finezeitilAlthijr's from the
company's ta
Decker Gave Bond.
C. 0. _Decicer was yesterday re.
I teased on bond, he being one of the
I yoting men of Murray charged with
wing the federal mails for illegal
purposes. S. H. Dee, of .Mtienzy
came here and went his..yurety. He
and H. M. Newport were lee*. held
to the United States court grand jury
on charge, and Newport gave bond
Monday nigiste- ••••
SOVLES
Liver Capsules
Vol Torpid Liver and Malaria.
WE HAVE OBTAINED FROM
MRS. BETTIE SOULE THE PRIV
ILEGE TO MAKE AND SELL
THESE WELL KNOWN AND EX-
CELLENT PREPARATIONS, AND
NOW OPFER THEM IN THEIR
ORIGINAL FORM, AS- INTRO-
DUCED AND SOLD FOR YEARS
BY THE LATE DR. NELSON.
SOULE. 25c EACH.
R.. W. WALKER & CO.
Druggist Fifth and Broadway.
MOST PLEASING
Irons Evansville and returas immed- 'acter3 were Me110.1*S. John S. Merck-
er and' Robert Caldwell for the tam-
hoes and Mr. Philip Sweeter and
Miss Nellie Hatfield with the boner.
The first floor of the theater was
packed when the curtain went up
shortly after 8:30 o'clock, wiik the
balcony was comfortably filled and
all the boxes taken. 
-Society show.:
forth in much brilliance of costume
in lending their aid. "to the noble
cause for which the entertainment
was given.
When the curtain went up there
appeased a grand ensemble of all
participants in the cottage garden,
the commencing feature being an in-
troduction of Southern songs, ac-
companied by arrival on the:stage
of ten pretty little gni* waving ban-
ners, and six little boys dresked in
the - rebel Confederate tunfotm of
gray, with caps to match, and 'inirefa
ture muskets on their shoUlders. The
rebel yells the little fellows gave
briought vociferous cheering item the
'house. The tittle fegows "ars Lo-den and Henry Burnett, Terrence
Gardner, Pettit Powell, Franklin
Sutherland and Dtivid Lewis.
After disopeseing ensemble Mr.
Sedtt sarsg "The Sentinel Aitken,"
wlsik Messrs. Edward Scott and
William V. Green rendered several
very beautiful solos. The song "A
Iark ‘Man Corning With a Bundle"
Mn.bs 
 Robert 'Caldwell was *follow.-
ed ,by Miss Carolyne Harlin"; who
sang .''Mister M000" the most eecent
and Meellent composition of Mr.
Herbert 'Wallerstein, one of the
state's most talented young men.
The .kinger is posseared of a very
sweet and rich voice, and while
singing the local piece, the stage wa;
darkened and there arose to the rear
a bright moon, making the selection
all the more effective. It was de-
servedly applauded and encores de-
manded repetition of several verses
of it. -Mr. Green sang -the "Terea•
doe Song," followed by Miss Nellie
Hatfield with "Wit•her Away" and
Miss Anne. Bractsshaw with "ts t
Idle. Dreams." "Eat, Drink and Be
Merry" was the title of a catch dia-
lect song rendered by Mr. Bleecker,
while Mr. Robert Scott sang
"Mum's 
-the Word." Mr. R .D.
McMillan followed with "Good
Night, Little Girl, Good Night."
Mr. Evert Thompson wae then in
troduced as."Darktow-n's Drum Ma-jor."
-This completed' the first part, andit could not have been improved up-
on, like the second. The voice. of
all the singers have been heard too
Often in public for especial com-
ment, as their talent is recognized
as the leading of the city, and has
often thrilled large concourses with
many rare sections. Those assisting in the chorus were Misses Fran-
ces Coleman, Mamie O'Brien, Hor-
tense Thurman., Nellie Henneberger,
Vera Joimeon, Lucyette Souk, and
-Messrs. Fred Wade, Frank Davis.
Cade Davis, all in addition to those
rendering solos..
The second part consisted .1. over-ture by the 4orcheseeit, 'tronnoliague
"Troubk" by Mr. Calicliveilt shade°
specialty by Mr. Sweet zer, wire"-for
else close Dears orchestral band
presented Peer inure Chorus from
Tamairauser and King of the Turf
March.
Taken ag a whole it was a most
successful and thoroughly etejoeable
affair, as all shad their parts under per-
fect control, which is quite to the re'
verse from the ..gerieral order of
amateur -affaics. The stage settings
H TALENT MINS- were ideas of ?Amore. Boss jecicsosTHE OME
and.. Thomas Whet-Its, w4rile Prof.TICELS DELIGHTED LARGE
Harry Gilbert has hien instructorGATHERING.
and deserves much • praise, as the
novel feature's, were of his ingenuity.
Several hundeed dbIlare were amine
by the venture and this- goes to the
monument fund. The Daughters of
she Confederacy had charge of the
affair, together with- Dr. D. G. Mur-
relit chairman of the fund committee
from, the veterans camp.
The singing was interspersed with
the minstrel jokes and "spiels" be-
tween .end men and taterlocutor.
Mr. Saunders A. Fowler is in
esenephis on busyness.
Participants Acquitted Themselves
With Evidence of Ability—
Financial Success, Too.
The Kentucky theater last even-
leg was crowded with nearly 600 peo
pie attending to witnees the grand
miniserel given by local talent which
out-stripped itself and presented one
of the most -successful and entertain-
ing performances ever staged by alma
ti-sirs from anxii:g local people. It
was thoroughly isteresting from
stein to firueb and at no point did it
lag into a dissatisfied statiss. Sever-
al hundred additional tickets were
seld outside of those held. by the au-
dience, pli of which receipts- go to
the fund being raised for the !end
eut Of which will be constructed the
Confederate monument in Lang park
C4' Fountain aventie: --
The-re was .never an audience
ti.rneil away more 'highly pleased at
the excellent form of entertainment.
and many expressed the wish that it
would be put on again in the next
ilionth or WO.
The minstrel varied from the usu-
al order of thin, as instead of tie.
participants beint grouped in a half
circle on the stage, with faces black-
ened, the scene presented an open
court or garden, dotted with four ar-
bors, up the sides of which etept
vines, while dangling from wires
were Japanese lanterns in profusion
throwing a delightful mellowed bril-
liance over the scene. Unckrneath
each arbor sat two young ladies and
two young men, two arbors being on
cne -side of the stage and the remain,
der on the other side, the occupants
surroiinding the tables beneath. At
the center Mr. 'Roy Cully, the inter-
locutor, -motioned himself, while at
the .end ti,,' "rod men"-swore tMon
wets, two as a aids. litte of the
lilacic rare. Ornbeintines nd bone char-
,
SELLING OUT
BE SOME WEEKS BEFORE
WEAKS BROS. QUIT BUS-
NESS.
Chamblee Bros. Shipping Their Stock
West at Present—Mr. Malone
Leases Park Theatre Again.
-The Messrs. Weaics Bros. & Co. are
gradually selling out their inanwnoth
whoksaile Grocery stock at Second
and Jeffersteasseseets, hut it -will prob-
ably he a 'month or six weeks before
they entirely wind up their matters
and retire fern business. When that
is done Mir. Prank Smith wile asso-
ciate himself with the Folkir-tAcree
Lumber company recently organized,
and doing business ' at Tenth And
Menroe streets.
ShIPPinil Goods.
'Chamblee Bras awe boxing up their
stock and sitippiog mine kevey tt6Va to
Kansas City, where the branch est:As-
lishment is being moved after main-
tenance here for several years. It
will' take them- until the last of this
week to get away from here...
Leased Theatre Again.
Mr. Wiltiam Malone yesterday
closed a contract with the street car
people, whereby he leases again jot
this summer's season. the playluse
at WIalliece park. He will open The
Casino about May 15th, and by that
time the grounds and theatre will be
placed in first class shape.
POPULAR WANTS
LOST—Brown left-hand kid glove
near Fourth and Broadway. Return
to Register office.
WANTED—Position as house girl
or nurse. Address Edith Hall, care
The Register.
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
FOR RENT—Rooms either furn-
ished or tinftwoished, at The Inn on
North Seventh street; a most desira-
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooks.
FOR RENT Five room cottage
No 209 South Fifth street, Feb. 1,
L. G. Orme
FOR SALE—At once, a telt of up-
to-date office furniture end type-
writer. Telephone 1663. t'
FOR RENT—Second floor apart-
ment of Rawleigh's flat, at Sixth and
Clay streets. Possession given Feb-
ruary
FOUND—Bunch of smell keys.
Stweibered from 1 to 6. Call at Reg-
ister.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 5411.
MATINEE AN DNIGHT.
Tuesday, Feb'y 6,
B. E. Forrester Presents the clever
Consedians
YORKE& ADAMS
MUSICAL COMEDY
Bankers & Brokers'
An Optical Treat in Scenery, Cos-
tumes, Electric Effects.
Company of 47 Chows of 90
Prices: Matinee, children 25c;
adults, soc 'Night prices: 25c, 35c,
5oc. 75c and $i.00.
Seats on sale Nimulay at 9 a. m.
S. P. POOL. L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES
NO. tto 203-205 9 THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY.
For Vaults, MOnuments and 0 erieral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monsunental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS IIS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
: : LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, r6o9 TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
-101163-10
THE THREE LATEST OAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE CAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEAN SER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phones aor. 132 South F coral St.. 315 Kentucky Avenue.
-•-
• the Buffet •
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable lino served to order. Afine noonday lunch for as cents:.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incor porats&)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. 
- - Residence Phone 726
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Audit' Adjusting, Opening
or Closing ks. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN la SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paducuth, Kentucky,
Capital apnci Surplufs $1/55,coocoi
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays a
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits. Safety bones in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to size. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
TRAD[WAT[11 COAL LUMP I3C BUSHELN U T I2C BUSHEL
PR.OMPT DELIVERY. BOTH PHONES 254
Foot
0 H I 0
of 
Street. Nest Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated
•
